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I find it difficult to give a balanced ma* 'itS of Swedish social policy to a
non-Swedish audience. There is a strong temptation to concentrate on the
accomplishments of the Swedish system and o focus on the impressive array
of cash payments and in-kind benefits that make one's material life as a
person with an extensive disability so much easier in Sweden than in the
other countries I have visited and lived in. Speaking abroad to disability
advocates and service providers I feel very strongly that I am expected to

provide positive examples of what can be accomplished by a country's
population and politicians who, for the most, believe in equalitynot only at
the starting line but also at the finishing lineand who see economics not as
an exercise in cutting taxes hut as a means to improve the quality of life for as
many as possible. And I do want to provide such examples.

On the other hand, Sweden is of eourse no paradise either, neither for
disabled nor for non-disabled people. People with disabilities are still second

class citizens in naterial terms as recent government investigations
demonstrate. Th
; yet another problem area that deserves attention. The
increasing profess ,ollization of social services that I observe in several
countries has come 11.4; (nest in Sweden. As one of the negative effects of this
development I see a growing dependence among persons with disabilities in
many aspects of their lives, deperoence on a large cadre of social workers and
similar professionals. I. is thr-it job to assist us, but many times the services
they are providing are not designed in a way which increases our
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opportunities for self-direction; instead they often deprive us of possibilitities

to exercise our own initiative, to use and develop our judgement and
Qc11- confidence. As a result, many of us do not feel in control of our own lives.

ln many countries the lack of material services makes people with disabilities

openly dependent on the charitable inclinations of their surroundings and
forces them into a restricted and undignified existence. In Sweden the
mechanisms of dependence are much more subtle; many of us experience
dissatisfaction, frustration, and despair without knowing where to look for
the causes.
My critical analysis should in no way be interpreted as an attack nsainst
the existence and extent of these services, the political commitment which
brought about the programs, and the underlying intentions of policy makers
and service providers. It would be an unfortunate misunderstanding, if
somebody would want to use the material presented here as an argument
against "the welfare state". For people with extensive disabilities attendant
care services are the very key to a dignified and productive life in the
community. In my belief it is the government's responsibility to provide these
services as a fundamental civil right.
My aim here is to draw attention to the more intangible and qualitative
aspects of attendant care which impact on consumers' lives as powerfully as

the quantitative extent of service provision. Such issues are power and
control, self-determination, self-esteem, and quality of life. Hopefully, the
monograph can contribute to a better appreciation of the difference between

quantity and quality in service delivery, between the amount of hours
provided on the one hand and the way they are delivered on the other,
between the level of material means provided by the public and the level of
control exercised by the individual consumer over how these resources are to
be used, between being treated as an object and acting as a subject.
The initiative of STIL (Stockholm's Independent Living group) described
in the text is an example for this distinction: The participants in STIlls pilot
project advocate and defend the notion that it is government's responsibility
to provide the financial resources for attendant care programs. But what they
insist on is that consumers must be able, if they so choose, to organize their
own service systems in order to obtain control over this important aspect of
their lives.
I am well aware that the demand for consumer control may appear as a

luxury to people who live in countries with no assistance programs
whatsoever, to people who have i o depend entirely on family or volunteers
for these services, or to people who have to pay assistants out of their own
pockets like my friend in California who spends a third of her modest annual

Income on suet services. Thus, to many readers the problems addressed
here might seem far removed from their every.day reality and too advanced.
Yet with the continued rise of the Independent Living Movement people with
8
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disabilities the world over will demand personal assistance programs. It will
be of paramount importance that we, the consumers, take the initiative in
shaping these services such that we gain greater independence and more
personal power through them.
The Author
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the main aims of the growing Independent Living Movement', the
international civil rights movement of people with disabilities, has been to
gain control over the services that are necessary for participating in society
on equal terms. Of these services attendant care has been identified by the
movement as perhaps the most critical prerequisite for a dignified and
productive life for persons with severe disabilities.
Attendant care, briefly, consists of assistance through paid workers with

dressing, bathing, personal hygiene, household chores and all the daily
activities that a person cannot perform by hirmelf or herself. Other terms in
use for the same service are home care, in-home suppyt or home help.
Sometimes the distinction is made between household related tasks which
might be called home chore, home helper, domestic or home maker service
and more person and body related work which is commonly referred to as
personal care. Most of these terms are unsatisfactory. For one, they create the
impression that assistance is needed only in the consumer's home implying
that people with disabilities spend their day inactively at home and not in the

community pursuing work, travel, social, and cultural activities like
everybody else. Assistance at home as well as outside the home is the very
key to the ability of persons with extensive disabilities to participate in their
con.nnity and any language that suggests the opposite has to be avoided.
Also.

Immonly used terms such as "attendant" and "care" carry

instil .1 torli connotations and do not project the image of active and
.sumers of such services. In the following the use of
self-drected
"personal assistance" is suggested which is hoped to convey a more positive
and less restrictive image.

Personal assistance in any country is far from being available to all
individuals with disabilities who need it. Where the service does exist it is
often not proxided L the extent and the form which would permit consumers
to realize their potential in gairi ing independence. Thus, in order to be able to

Influence legislators and policy makers, concerned consumers and service
providers are gathering information on those existing personal assistance
programs that contain features which have been shown to support the aims of
consumers. Among the countries that have adopted a national personal
assistance policy the Scandinavian countries are known for their extensive
programs in this area. It is for these reasons that, Swedish personal assistance
schemes for persons with disabilities and older people are presented here.
' For ati account of history and ide()Jogy of the Independent Living 14()Vellleill stp DeJong, G.,
The Alaptquent jar Inchwendent Living: Orlyins, Ideohgy, and Implications jOr Disability
&search, Center fur International Rehabilitation, East Umsing Michigan, 1979,
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Cornparafive analysis in the area of social policy encounters many
obstacles. Apart from insufficient opportunities for the sharing and

exchanging of experiences across national borders one .cource of bias and
misinformation consists of the fact that visitors engaged Li exchanges of this
type are typically not consumers of the services which they ate reviewing
They face the problem of assessing service delivery programs of which
neither they nor their hosts have direct experience. In many instances such
information impedes comparative analysis and, ultimat'iy, evaluation of the
transferability of programs fmm one country to another In the following
monograph, the description of Swedish personal assistance progams Is
therefore supplemented by some analyses and assessments which are based
on the author's experience as a consumer of these services.
Since people Eti disabilities are an integral part of the general
population, social
y in this area cannot be viewed as isolated measures
aimed at this particular segment of society but has to seen in the pertinent
institutional framework and in the context of a country's total approach to
income redistribution, social welfare, and health planning Such a holistic

view facilitates understanding, evaluation, and assessment of the
transferability of individual programs from one social climate to another.
The presentation will therefore begin with a brief description of Swedish
welfare policy and some of its more important features as they apply to the
population as a whole. Next, an account of the services available to people
with disabilities will be given. The focus of the report is on Swedish personal
assistance programs. Such programs are available to a variety of groups, not
just to personi with disabilities. Personal assistance services for people with
disabilities are available for a range of situations such as assistance at work
and school. Services for older and disabled citizens in their own homes are

perhaps the most important prerequisite for keeping people out of
institutions, as a brief survey of recent Swedish studies on
de-institutionalization shows. The main body of the paper consists of a
description and evaluation of such services based on statistical material as far

as it is available, Information collected through the author's contact with

providers and consumers of the services as well as the author's own
experiences. The remainder of the study is taken up by a discussion of some
of the research issues raised in the presentation,
As a final introductory note, no specific references are made to the
mentally retarded the reason being that all the programs described here are
also available to this group, (The administration of the services might differ,

since there is special legislation in this area.) Group homes and similar
institutional or semi-institutional solutions for the mentally retarded,
however, are not covered here.
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II. SWEDISH SOCIAL WELFARE POLICY
Sweden is an industrialized country of some 8 million inhabitants who
enjoy a relatively evenly distributed high standard of living. The extensive
social welfare system for which Sweden is known dates back to the economic
depression in the 1930's when the labor-oriented Social Democratic Party

began its almost uninterrupted rule. In the Scandinavian tradition

government is viewed as a form of mutual insurance for all where, ideally,
each citizen contributes according to his or her ability through paying taxes
and is entitled to services according to his or her needs. In this tradition
government has adopted a comprehensive view as to the circumstances in
which intervention and support of groups and individuals is called for. As a
result, the definition of what areas of human endeavor are to be considered
under the influence of the collective is in Sweden wider than in most other
countries. The comprehensive view on social welfare policy is backed up by
an impressive array of policy instruments which can be described here only
very briefly.

Division of Responsibility
ministered by the three levels of
government: central state, county council, and local governments. The
national government is responsible for issuing laws and regulations and their
The Swedish social welfare system is

enforcement. In addition, functions such as social insurance, housing

subsidies, labor market measures including vocational rehabilitation and
education are administered at this level.
The country is divided into 24 county councils which are responsible
primarily for health care and related areas such as medical rehabilitation,
provision of technical aids to persons with disabilities, and programs for the
mentally retarded.

On the third level of government, Sweden is divided into 280

municipalities charged wit', the provision of housing, social services, public
transportation, and schools. Each level of government has taxing authority.
There is revenue sharing from central government to the county councils and

the municipalities for specific programs. Local governments enjoy a
relatively large degree of autonomy in both the extent and the type of
services delivered depending on the local tax base and local political
priorities. It is for these reasons that the provision of certain social services

varies widely across the country with severe consequences for the
geographical mobility of persons with disabilities as will be developed.
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National Insurance Benefits Available to All
The backbone of Swedish social policy is the National Social Insurance

which covers health insurance, pensions, occupational injury, and
unemployment insurance. SwPrlish citizens and residents are covered
regardless of income. Except for a flat fee for some of the services the cost of

the National Insurance is borne by national income tax funds. Here a few

examples are presented for the extent and type of coverage under the
insurance.
Hospital care is covered by the insurance except for a nominal daily fee.
Outpatient visits at primary health centers, hospitals or at private physicians
who are affiliated with the National Health Insurance cost between 40 SEK
and 60 SEK in 1985 (1 SEK = $0.11 in 1985) which covers all the costs of

consultation, diagnosis, treatment including physical therapy. For
prescriptions there is a flat fee of 50 SEK. Travel expenses incurred in
connection with these visits are also covered. Persons with severe chronic
conditions requiring constant medications and supplies are entitled to free
medicine.
Sick leave allowances correspond to 90 per cent of the income which the
beneficiary would have earned, if he or she had not been ill. This amount is
taxable and is paid from the second day after notice has been given to the
local insurance office. If an illness continues for more than 6 days, a doctor's
statement is needed. There is no limit to the amount of time for which this
compensation can be paid but, usually, after 90 days the insurance office will
take up the case and recommend action as to how the patient can return back
to work or should apply for retraining or disability pension, if the condition
seems to be of long-term nature?
Pension benefits consist of old age, disability, and widows' and children's

pensions. A disability allowance, for example, is granted to persons with
functional impairment in order to provide compensation for the additional
cost of living due to their disability. In 1984 this tax-free allowance paid to
persons with extensive physical disabilities was 1,100 SEK a month. (For

comparison, the average gross income of an industrial worker was
approximately 8,500 SEK a month in 1984.) We will return to the disability
allowance in the discussion of alternative funding of personal assistance
services.
In connection with the birth of a child, with or without a disability, the

parents are paid an allowance to compensate for the temporary loss of
income. The father is entitled to 10 days' paid leave. In addition, both parents
together receive the equivalent of a total of 260 days' income which they can
share in any way they choose, before or after birth. Parents are also entitled
The Federation of Social Insurance Offices, Social Security in Sweden, Stockholm, 1980, p.
21.
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to a paid leave of absence of up to 60 days per child !uid per annum, for the
temporary care of a sick child. After the eigth consecutive day a doctor's
statement is required!' Considering the liberal rules for sick leave and child
care it is surprising to note that the average rate of absenteeism from work in
Swee n was 21 days in 1984!
One of the main pu rposes of these insurance benefits is to encourage
women's participation in the labor force. In 1978, 71 per cent of the women
and 88 per cent of the men in the age bracket 16-64 were gainfully employed
in Sweden ? For people with disabilities the corresponding figure was less

than 20 per cent despite a host of programs intended to promote
mainstreaming this group?

De-Institutionalization Efforts for People with Disabilities and
Older Persons
Sweden was one of the first countries to adopt the concepts of
normalization and integration. There is now widespread support in the
country for the notion that it is society's responsibility to provide the services

necessary to keep older and disabled citizens out of institutions. These
measures include cash payments for general income support and benefits in
kind, legislation specifying a certain level of accessibility in the construction
of public and residential buildings, the provision of special transportation
services as well as personal assistance. At the end of this section some recent
Swedish studies will be reviewed which investigated the reasons why older
persons move to nursing homes and other institutions and what measures
would have been necessary in order to prevent these moves.

Cash Payments
In recognition of the fact that a disability entails higher costs of living
Sweden provides monthly payments to individuals with disabilities under
several programs. Eligibility is established by a physician's statement. The

programs include the disability allowance referred to above which is a
tax-free general income subsidy administered by the National Insurance.
Housing expenditures are subsidized by many local governments in
order to increase the effective demand of persons with disabilities for better

quality housing. These housing allowances are available to the general
public, mainly families with children and to retired persons, and do not carry
the stigma of a welfare payment, because a large segment of the population
qualifies for them. The amount of this allowance is determined by a formula
which takes into account the number of bedrooms, household size, income,
a Ibid., p. 27.
' Ibid.
Ibid.
° National Central Bureau of Statistics, Disability: Participation and Eqvality?, Living Conditions Report No. 25, Stockholm, 1981.
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financial assets, hlusing costs including rent or monthly mortgage
payments, and hea't g costs. The City of Stockholm, for extunple, grants an

allowance to housenolds with disabled persons in such an amount that
housing costs do not exceed 22 per cent of the household's gross income
adjusted for financial assets. As an example, a bachelor using an electric
wheelchair for mobility with a monthly gross income of 7,900 SEK is entitled

to 1,700 SEK to help him pay the rent of 2,900 SEK for his two-bedroom
apartment.

Assistive Devices
Assistive devices for persons with disabilities are considered an
important and cost effective part of the National Health Insurance. The major
regional hospitals have a department for technical aids where occupational
and physical therapists under the supervision of a rehabilitation M.D. run an

exhibition of devices. Clients can try out and take home a wide variety of
devices from electric toothbrushes to ceiling hoists, motorized wheelchairs,
speech communicators, word processors, etc. Devices are dispensed and
maintained by the hospital free of charge and regardless of income.

Accessibility in the Built Environment
Sweden was one of the first countries to adopt accessibility standards for
public buildings. The legislation was extended in 1977 and now covers also
residential construction both new and, less stringently, old buildings. All
structures erected after 1977 of three floors and more in height must have
wheelchair accessible elevators. New construction and renovation activity
has, however, been low during the 1980's and the lion's share of the housing

stock is still inaccessible. In Stockholm, for example, 95 per cent of the
inaccessible to wheelchair users!
housing st
While b

11 accessibility in the built environment will come about only

slowly, individual adaptation of the homes of persons with disabilities is
made possible by the State Housing Adaptation Grant. These funds are
administered through the local governments and are commonly used for
kitchen and bathroom remodeling. In some instances installation of staircase
elevators has been funded. The program is applied on the basis of need and
eligibility is not means-tested. If the recipient of the Housing Adaptation

Grant moves to another housing unit, he or she can apply again, if
modifications are necessary in order to use one's home as independently as
Ratzka, A., The Cost of Disabling Environments, Swedish Council of Building Research,
Stockholm, 1984, p. 27.
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possible. Severa' recent empirical studies point to the important roli of
accessible housing in ice( ping older persons out of institutions? Some of their
findings will be discumet'. shortly.

Transportation
n.ansportation services for people with disabilities are under the
responsibility of local governments. As a result there is a wide variety of
solutions of differing quality and costs to consumers. Unlike the United States
where disability organizations have demanded equal access as a civil right

with the emphasis on accessible public transportation, Swedish
municipalities and disability organizations have opted for subsidized taxi cab

transportation and segregated paratransit. 'lb give an illustration, the
paratransit system in Stockholm County with a total population of some 1.2

million has a capacity of over 1,000 trips per day. The service has to be

ordered at least one work day in advance. The maximum cost to the
consumer per month is presently 150 SEK. (1 SEK = $0.11 in 1985) There is
no limit as to the number of trips per month to persons eligible for the service.

In addition, about 8,000 trips a day are made by the altogether 70,000
persons who are eligible for using subsidized cabs? Subsidized cab service is
open to persons who on account of physical or psychological reasons cannot
use public transportation but do not need the special paratransit busses.
Travel outside one's community to other points within Sweden is made

both easier and less expensive by a new state prigram.t° Persons with
disabilities can apply for subsidized transportation b.: train, air, taxi cab or
paratransit, whichever way is appropriate in light of one's dicabil:.; . Me total
cost of the trip to the user corresponds to the cost of a second-class railway
ticket. The fare of a personal assistant, if required, is paid in full by the
program. Eligibility is based entirely on medical need, as certified by a
physician, and is not means-tested.
As far as public transportation is concerned, the underground system in
Stockholm, the nation's only one, is fairly accessible to wheelchair users but
no attempt has been made to make puhtic busses and trains accessible in
Sweden
" Berg, S. and Dahl, L., "Orsaker bakom flyttning till servicelagenhet, 51derdomshem och
langvhrd" in Tvh studier om boende, service och yard few dkire, Spri, Stockholm, 1978;
Malmberg, B. and Berg, S. A kiresflyttningar till servicve ochvhrdVetlanda 1981, Institut
for gerontologi, Jonkoping, 1982 ; Thorslund, M., Akires flyttningar till service och vhrd
Sundsvall 1980, Spri rapport 66, Stockholm, 1981.
9 The statistics refer to the calend_x year 1984 and are taken from DHR Aktuellt Stockholm,
April 1985.

'9 Roos, B., A National Transport System for Severely Disabled ftrsonsA Swedish Model,
World Rehabilitation Fund, Report #15, New York, 1982.
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Personal Assistance at Work and in School
Before itssistance at home, our main interest lwre , is taken up, a brief
presentation of ass I s ta n ce at school and at work is provided, If integration and

nornmlization of disabled citizens are to be achieved, personal til.sistance

services are required to overcome the obstac es presented by all
environments. Two of the most stmtegic situations represent school and
work. Here the presence or absence of assistance often means the difference
between being forced to go to segregated schools .ind sheltel ed workshops or
to be able to choose education and employment according to one's aptitudes
and preferences.

Children and youth with disabilities can attend their regular

neighborhood schools given architecturally accessible structures and
personal assistance. Since 1967 the law requires all new schools to be built
accessible. Most schools erected before that date have remained inaccessible.
In Stockholm, for example, 60 per cent of all primary and secondaiy schools
are inaccessible. The rest are partially or fully accessible.
Since 1965, practical assistance is provided to disablcd children and
youth of school age. Under the program an assistant may accompany the
student on the way to school, help him or her to the toilet, assist with lunch or
take notes. Sight-impaired students get readers, deaf school children qualify

for assistants trained in sign language. A student may have his own
individual assistant or share one with other students, depending on the
extent of the disability. Twenty per cent of all program participants in 1980
received this support during the whole school day. About 65 per cent of these
children and youth had a physical disability, 8 per cent a sight and 5 per cent a
hearing impairment. Eight per cent had psychological difficulties, and the

rest epilepsy, minimum brain damage, autism, and social adjustment
problems."

'Ib be an assistant requires no spec :1 training. About 80 per cent are
under the age of 30. Many are just r, few y, I.s older than the secondary
students they are working for. Most a.,sistants a e housewives. The gross pay
in 1980 was 5,100 SEK a month for a school day. Assistants are employed by

the schools and students cannot choose who will work for them. The
program's costs are shared between local and central government with the
latter contributing 40 per cent. In fiscal year 1979/80 737 primary school
students were covered by the program at a total of cost of 39 million SEK. The
cost for secondary school students was 8.3 million SEK!'

There exists a similar program at the university level, the main
difference being that the assistants are employed by the municipality where
the university is located and all the program's costs are borne by the central
" Statistics on school assistants and their users from Integrationsutredning, Itn.sonlig assistans for handikappade, Statens Offentliga Utredningar SOU:82, Stockholm, 1981, p. 170.
12 Ibid.
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state The service also assists students in ohta Ming adapted housing and
personal assistance in the home when they have U, move from their home
town to a university in another part of the country. During 1978/79 costs were
approximately 3.2 million SEK."
What impact have these programs had on the educational integration of
people with disabilities in Sweden? The official policy is to start integration

already at the pre-school level But in some communities the municipality
sends a babysitter to a child's home instead of assigning him a place at the
neighborhood kindergarten. A very rough indication of the extent of school
integration is provided by a 1978 survey which found that 70 per cent of all

students with disabilities in 9th grade attended regular classes in their
neighborhood schools!' They were "individually integrated" to use the
official jargon, The rest was divided between those who attended special
classes in local schools (they were "group integrated" in the technical
jargon) or went to one of the 12 state-run special schools which exist at the
primary and secondary level. These institutions specialize in one particular
disability and take children from all over Sweden. Their enrollment has
decremed over the years as more regular schools have been made accessible
and as more students have assistants.
The type of school students with disabilities attend and whether they
have assistants depends to a large degree on the respectivelaunicipality. As
mentioned earlier, 40 per cent of the program costs are covered by the central
state. Primary education is compulsory in Sweden, secondary is not. Thus for
students at the secondary level the local government is not obliged to provide

assistants. Instead, many municipalities are quick to refer secondary
students to one of the special state schools where all the costs including
assistants are borne by the central stateeven if this necessitates moving to

another part of the country. The argument used by local school
administrators is often that special schools have many more resources.
Disability organizations, however, maintain that the social training among
non-disabled peers in the regular neighborhood class room can be more
important in the long run than, sry, the best physical therapy.
While it is widely recognized Via many students could not attend regular

classes without practical help from their assistants, the program is not
without critics. Some schools consider assistants as substitute teachers;
students with special needs might receive less individual instruction from the
teacher, if they have an assIstant. Also, assistants will often do a task for the
student instead of aiding the child in doing the work for him or herself. The
distinction is difficult to see and to maintain for untrained personnel. Having

an assistant may reduce the student's and the school's incentive for using
" Brattgard, S.O., Hilmerson, G., ROrelsehindrade elever i arskurs 9, Department of Handicap
Research, Report 62, Gothenburg, 1978.
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technical akls. Oyerpnavetive assishuils may haute the student from his
classmates alld U3N14111118 may h huhu. Illy child's development ( muds Inor0
independence,
Often a st Went wit U disahility receives the 11V(THHary praCtical Itkl frOln
classmates. This sointiun, hOwyvvr,
he
Ilium in a IIINIallet'S and
at till times. As pointed (nit by leachers, the novelty (if assisting a ellissniale
with a disahility may wear off and leave Ow child iii hum ilia! ing dependency!"

It, has been argued OW tlw presen,f, o, an assistant emphasizes the
disabled child's special status which
its-ir constitutes a segregative
element, A possible solution mey 1 (4; have ''
'slant assigned not to the
student with a disability but I,
v iok
i nen he or she cmikl also
assist other students who need helr ach ID; inunigrant children who might
have difficulties with the language. In this way also some of the above
mentioned problems could be alleviated.
Assistance at work is a state program administered by the Swedish
National Board of Labor and its local offices throughout the country. The
Board has a range of policy instruments at its disposal intended to improve
the disabled minority's opportunities in the labor market, Programs include
medical and vocational rehabilitation, incentives to the employer in the form
of wage subsidies, legal measures to force employers to hire workers with
disabilities (very rarely used) as well as grants for technical aids, such as word
processors, and modification of cars and work sites.'"
A relatively new addition to this list consists of the provision of personal

assistants to employees. Assistance may be in the form of practical help in
getting in and out of the car, going to the toilet, for arranging heavy items on
one's desk, and other aid which enables the employe( to perform his or her
work. Sight-impaired workers can get readers, and deaf workers are entitled
to sign language interpreters under this program. The person assisting may
be a janitor, a colleague or somebody from outside the firm. The assistant is

employed by the same employer as the person with a disability. The
employer presently receives reimbursement of the assistant's time in an
amount corresponding to up to 25 per cent of a secretary's average full-time
salary. Thus, the employer is not encouraged to hire persons who need more

assistance than two hours a Llay. This program is also financed by the
National Board of Labor through tax funds.
Before starting with the description and analysis of in-home personal
assistance for older persons and people with disabilities, the main interest of
this paper, some empirical fmdings are presented on the question of which

services are most crucial in keeping people with disabilities out of
Integrationsutredning, op. cit. p. 56.
For a description of the program and some design solutions see Elmfelt, G. et al., Work Site
Adaptations for Workers with Disabilities: A Handbook from Sweden, World Rehabilitation
Fund, Report #20, New York. 1983.
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institutions, In the folio vog some recent Swedish studies are hrielly
discussed that focus on old( I people who make up tilt' majority of all persons
requiring these in.lainte support, iiervirris,

Swedish Studies on the Requirements of De-institutionalization
During recent. ye;irs SeVI .ral research riports I Inv been produced that
deal With the rim:Rats why a given person enters an institution, and if so,

which type Gf institution, The studies resemble each other III SCOW and
approach and use samples of actual MOWS to institutions in five middle.sized
Swedish 0 mmunities:7 and Ill the cities of Vellanda's and Sundsvall:" The
survey:i use interviews with both staff and Older persons who had moved to
an institution. One of the interesting findings is that the personnel who made
the decision as to whether a client WItti 10 MOW to an institution often knew
surprisingly little about how well the individual's Own home was adapted to
the person's needs and how personal assistance needs were met prior to the

move to the institution. In many instances, it turned out that very simple
architectural modifications or assistive devices in the client's home would
have enabled him or her to continue to live at home.

Another consistent finding was that staff and patients differed
considerably in their perception as to what ADL tasks the patients had been

able to perform prior to their institutionalization: the staff typically
considered the patients as less capable than the patients themselves. Patients
in an institution are not allowed to perform many tasks which are important
at home, Thus the staff's judgement was not based on actual observation, In
addition, given the known effects of hospitalism, ADL capabilities, especially
when not maintained through practice, and self-confidence can deteriorate
rapidly. One Swedish researcher found that with older persons irreversible
effects of hospitalism can in some cases be observed already after only six
hoars of institutionalization?°
Bergstrdm et al. investigated the consistency in the staff's decisions?'
The staff making placement decisions, social workers and medical doctors

the clients themselves did not seem to have a say in the matterhad
considerable difficulties in differentiating between the client's need for home
health care, day care or old age home placement. They felt on much safer
ground when they had to determine whether the client should be moved to
long-term hospital care, to a psycho-geriatric ward or to internal medicine.
The researchers found that the staff considered information on the client's
n Berg, S. and Dahl, L., op. cit.
Malmberg, B. and Berg, S., op. cit.
Thorslund, M,, op. cit.
2') Personal communication, Goran Andersson, SPRI, Stockholm,

2' Bergstrom, G. et al., "Au placera aldringar i 'rdu' vhrdform", Lakarticlingen, Vol 73,
No 30-31, 1976.
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situation least Milkman! to the placement decision. Agreement WM
1

alten wk.(' tt witding thy pal 11.10 In )1111, Slip/

pOrsollisl

assist:vas.
Amon ling to one stioly swrsons moving to nursing holovs
Of 20 hours per week personal assistawe in their Own home pria. to their
niove, 'Um per mit of the moves l'uniki hay(' !Wen avoided "absolutely" or
"maybe" by an increase in hours acconting hi the staff's est itoole,' In the city

of Volanda

per cent of the moves to nurshig homes wen. found

unneeessary, "absolutely" or "maybe", if the average Of live hours a week
which the patients had been receiving Wore referral to the nursing Witte

had lwen itwreased to 27 hours, accordhig to the staff:" In the city of
Sundsvall 50 per cent of the persow moving to nursing homes taut personal
assistance at home and 10 per cent of these individuids could have stayed at
home, in the opinkm of Ow staff, if their avemge hours a week had been
raised from 9 to 22. Forty per cent of the persons entering nursing homes felt
that they did not receive sufficient assistance at home.i4
In genentl, the stu dies face an important method()10
blem in
asking staff and clients uruler what conditkms an older
could have
stayed at home longer, !Wed with this hypothetical question, (ate is not sure

whether and to what extent the respondent's answer assumes the
availability of certain specified services or whether the respondent bases his
or her judgement on the actual state of aff.tirs, i.e. some of the services may

not be available in the community, may be understaffed unreliable or in
danger of losing financial support in the future, (Consider the forowing
example of a community wher ,... there is no personal asslstatre service after

office hours and on weekends. Assume that there is an older person who
would need assistance also on weekends in order to continue living in his
home. Suppose now that a social worker is asked whether five more hours a
week of personal assistance would enable this person to avoid moving to an
institution. If the response is "no", there is no way of knowing whether the

social worker considers the person unable to live at home even with
assistance on weekends or whether the social worker did not think of the

possibility of extending the existing service to cover weekends.) This
difficulty is probably most pronounced, lithe respondent has not heard of or
has no actual experience with the assumed services.

This points to a major shortcoming in these studies; none of them
investigated the quality of the personal assistance service that some of the
movers had used in their own homes prior to institutionalization; that is,
while the researchers recorded the number of hours of assistance received,

they failed to ask how dependable was the service in the consumer's
a Berg, S. and Dahl, L., op. cit., p. 17.
a Malmberg, B. and Berg, S., op. cit., p. 80.
Thorslund, M., op. cit., p. 21.
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Of Oluilttiol by I1SO tIWtfltIII khof Movement Om* Ow Wive; of trade
tneinliership These schemes Weir tuusrsty softd t on Wide temporary
relief to the family in case of tlw moother's
the 1030's, local
Dens ocmitc 14440 Istie Hi
With the the
*Wortillwnts took over tiw programs atiol esptualosi them, Nook the 047trylott
wits geared more to sone older Peotilo lit order to free their hthlron osually

itit' thsughterofroin port of the resoiatsibility t4 cirs for their aging
1411,1141 WA to 1411.04e them no eider Ibo jaikw Ittoldipc The hervire wo
probably no* meal Ito stills in 41fliortilVelts witlictxtriWve

who lived

by ilieniselves %salami nearby oeladeeoi. Nor wits sulquirt oo 4 itositterin
basis intended, Kir smit citacii is growing matilwr of public oldage homes
were built

During the next decades both iss-lsOIM persomil lossistiuwe *Tykes and
institutions for older [wools, uscrearieol in number, :tti the country's growing
toduideiogiudias wall it* demand oti the Waif !tare's geographical mobility
intuit. it liwreasingly difficult for exwmied families to exial. 'May the
institutional so)util),l Ism come Wider mots fire Although oldage homes are
now being replaced by the less institut knot! ''servWelioluses''r older people
detmuid more integrated housitat soltitimis in the regular housing stock, In
light of the skyrocketing (vas of inst itut total care and the rapkily werewolf%
population of older people thew &HMOs We beginning to reovive general
support .
Tlw 1980s hoe been chanieterized by u wdlitutness on die part of local
governments to experiment with new types of in-home support services
which would enable senior citizens to remain in the regular housing stock
much longer than it has been possible up to now. Such services include a
flexible cooperation between municipidities and comity councils (responsible

for health services) where regular personal assistance is supplemented by
visiting medical staff tu needed, Experimentation is also under way in the
area of housing rehabilitation with the accessibility needs of people with

disabilities in mind. Noteworthy here are accessibility legislation for new and
existing structures, novel technical solutions for retrofitting existing walk-up
housing with elevators, and state subsidies for their installation There is an
interest among health care planners in methods of delivering even advanced
Service houses, the suivessors of old age homes in Sweden, are occupied exclusively by
elderly persons who live in their own apartments and have access to leisure time activities
and personal assistance on the premises, The buildings are owned and operated by the
respective taunicipality, Admissions and eligibility are handled by the city's Social Service
Office, itliants have regular rents! agreements.
Fbr a description of some of these services and technical sol Aims, their costs and probable

impact on deinst dutionahzation see Ratzia, A., The Caas of Disabling Environments,
National Condi of Building Research, Stockholm, 1984.
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$41444441 I W4114v111

*1111E14 1114110 k4'III1 4H IIIV ftt4114tillie144 614 I 4/1 41111ft

*WM V10411 ut Itnt t4 art-lablittre, medical 014114110,1o, tawatt atm
orgiousanttnal sol(t.uni
As Otis very h$41114-010w ot. +he hW44)
fi*v.14 Pet.-041 assistaivie
services were interideti primarily for oltier persons
whoso folltuatal 11104110a vole WA IIALI vilileft4I1* 144111444N 414i* 4140
11.110 more severe lilttu4ttIn

f t Iwy were aititi ti 4 011INI1V 4111W rot

coU10 hot t11 initSithi of institutions When at the itittti's anti lisiO's the
concepts 14 oormalwarion roal utteirtntrion neon to wilt gutond, the *troops
that wen, alde to leave !WS/Mats 4/0 *Abet' 0141001/0114 tor avoid them) %WM

itrilltaffiy those ualivSittitis %kW toold herieni front 4/11'4/4.04 us lumItegd
rehahaaahoh Iii titan a degree that they Were litit tiettettileitt titt IterassItall

assistance Sit their daily life, In SWetiell 440, pertains with estettsive
assistance Steeds without the support of s wilily 4w have ihmetimea
ohotaang services which would enable them to
intkpotkiently in the
community. Kir moat of them sena nettitutitauil cluster housing is the only
altentative
The reasons why Swedish perstatal assistant*, schemes are nut geared to
supiatrt imlepentient life styles a twit wait's %viol mom eittettstsv 44:41/110,1414
4'411 110 6400 in
14104111441141/1
,!4e111. IA1144141 440014114V

whwh has ma (hanged materially suwe the Mara Sense delivery hag WA
been adapted to the tWe414 or this rehitively new consumer group who tuday
can stay alive due to Ow medical and technological taivancementii oldie List

decades. Furthermore, the prufesaional and hierarchitally structured
ovutisation front the 1030s has not horn nuslifrd to keep up with changing
consumer demands for more Ilexiitility iutti ronsumer control which would
allow a self directed, active life style in the communay.
It is interesting to note that a was in CalifOrnia, Denmark and England
that ventilator dependent post -polio patients left the hoopital wards fltst. The
primary MUMS were not that these places had superior medical attention

California, Denmark, and England also were the first to start personal
assistance schemes that were designed specifically for the extensive needs of

these former patients.4 In the case of California and Denmark consunwrs
were given the choice to bmome formal employors of their assistants which

entails the maximum control over service delivery. This approach is in
recognition of the fact that the more extensive one's need of assistance, the
more important it is for the consumer to design his or her own system. ln

countries without such extensive and consumer,controlled personal
" Fbr informstkin on California and England (St Thomas Hospital, London) see Lour*. 0 .
Housing 4,4 Home Services .1bir the Divabkd. Harper and We, New `tbrit. 1977 Mr
information on Demnarit see Ann Isberg's paper presented $t the Third International NW
and Independent Living Cankrenee,
Louis. Missouri. May MIS.
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assistance programs such as Sweden it took these groups much longer until
they ci.uld leave hospital wards and nursing homes.
As an aside, the exodus if post-polio patients from their hospital wards in
California in 1959 that was made possible by the introduction of the State

In-Home Support Service can be :onsidered the beginning of the
Independent Living Movement, in the United States. The service as well as

the independent living skills that these ex-patients acquired by hiring,
training, and firing their own personal assistants enabled many of them to
become community organivrys and disability rights advocates. This may be
the reason why in the US many of the most prominent disability leaders are
individuals with extensive disabilities. lit Sweden, on the other hand, people
with disabilitiesnot to speak of those with more extensive disabilitiesare

often in the minority in elected offices and staff positions in their own
organizations. The explanation, then, why consumer control in personal
assistance services has not been an issue for Swedish disability advocates
might simply be that they oft,en do not need personal assistance!

Description and Analysis of In-Home Personal Assistance Programs

User Statistics
The available statistics indicate that the program caters mainly to older
people. More than two thirds of all users are senior citizens. In fact, twenty
per cent of all persons of 65 years and older and 43 per cent of all Swedes
above 79 are users of the service. In 1982 a total of 330,000 persons or 4.12 per
cent of the total Swedish population received altogether 56.6 million hours or

172 hours a year on the average The average number of hours per person is
3.3 per week with wide variations, from two hours every other week for
house cleaning up to several hours a day. Yet more than 30 to 40 hours a week
are rarer In many communities personal assistants are not available after
office hours and during weekends with severe implications for those persons
who need this service seven days a week day and night.

The contention was made earlier that compared to, say, Cclifornia's
In-Home Supportive Services Sweuish personal assistance was more
oriented to older persons who need few ..ours than to persons requiring
extensive assistance. The annual average cost of le service per person
served by the program in Sweden was 10,300 SEK in 1982 In California the

corresponding figure for fiscal year 1983/1984 is $3,100'"- which implies
almost three times as many hours.
32 National Central Bureau of S....Listics, op. cit.
'14 ibid.

35 Zukas, H., Cone, K. Leon, J., Descriptive Analysis of the In-Home Supportive Services
World Institute on Disability, Berkeley, 1985, p. 1.
Program in Califon
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Administration
In-home personal assistance programs are administered by the
municipal social service office at the neighborhood level. By way of an
example for the organization of the services, the City of Stockholm is divided

into 18 social service districts. Each district serves 20 to 30 thousand
inhabitants. Each district, in turn, consists of one to two dozen subdistricts.
The various social services including personal assistance are coordinated by
social workers at the district office who dispatch assistants to consumers in

their respective subdistricts. In this way social workers who also are
supposed to make periodic home visits and assistants gain familiarity with
their clientele.

Needs Assessment
The need in terms of the number of hours of assistance is assessed by a
social worker at the district office of the municipal Social Services Office. The
office is also responsible for case finding. In addition, hospital staff and other

public and private agencies that might have contact with persons in need of
the service commonly refer their clients to the program. Personal assistance
services are well-known by the geiieral public and lack of informatim about
the availability is seldom a reason why a person in need of the program ,loes

not receive the service--with the possible exception of the growing
population of older persons among immigrants.
lb the knowledge of this writer, no formal operational guidelines, as used
for example in California36, exist in Sweden for determining the extent of an

individual's assistance needs. Social workers who are responsible for
assessing needs will point out that their directives are to take a person's
whole life situation into account including such circumstances as family
situation, housing arrangement, and life style. Apart from regional
inequalities in the provision of these services, there are indications that even

within a given municipality the number of hours granted varies among
individuals with the same apparent needs?'
Home help for people with disabilities might consist of assistance in.

getting up, getting dressed, personal hygiene, cooking, shopping and
running erra, is, house cleaning, taking walks, and similar tasks. In some
cases, older persons living by themselves without actual necd of personal
assistance will be offered a few weekly hours as a preventive measure.

Through the regular contacts health problems can be monitored and
counteracted but, equally important, the need for moving to a service house
or other institution merely out of loneliness is reduced. This psychological

problem is receiving increasing attention. One of its expression can be
See for example, In-Home Supportive Services Needs Assessment, Social Services Agency,
County of Alameda, 401 Broadway, Oakland, California 94607.
" Personal communication, Ellen Saaf-BergstrOm, Stockholm Office of Social Services.
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in weurity and fear of emergency situations. In that case a mechanical device
such as the emergency call system described in one of t he next sections will
be of no real help. Recently the Social Service Office in Stockholm has taken
the initiative of organizing small neighborhood groups of senior citizens. The
way the groups start. is that the wsistants who usually work for a number of
consumers will invite al! their clients together to an afternoon coffee hour in
one of the clients' home. After a few introductory get-to-gethers the senior
citizens are expected to continue and expand this contact informally on their
own,

Assistants
Between 80-90 per cent of the assistants are female, usually middle-aged
housewives who choose working hours that suit their families. Four per cent
are full-time employed, 51 per cent work regular part-time schedules, the
remaining 45 per cent work on an hourly basis as needed. About fourteen per
cent of all home help assistants are relatives who are employed by the city to
work for spouses, parents or children who have disabilitiee Assistants are
paid the lowe't' .inicipal wage, presently 38 SEK an hour. Of the 70,000
ked in Sweden during 1980 about 30 per cent had received
assistants who
some training, usually a two-week course The question of workers' training
will be taken up again below.

Costs
The municipal in-home programs' costs are shared between local
governments and central state. The latter contributes 35 per cent of the costs.
Despite some control over the enforcement of the pertinent regulations by
the National Board of Welfare, decisions on type and quality of service rest to
a large degree with the local governments. As a consequence there are wide

regional variations in service delivery depending on local government
finances and political majority in the city council.
In 1982 expenditures for the service on the national level amounted to a
total of 3,963 million SEK:m This figure corresponds to about $445 million at
the 1985 exchange rate. Divided by the total Swedish population the amount

is 477 SEK or $54 per capita. These statistics demonstrate the wide
acceptance and the broad political base for the service among the Swedish
people. For comparison, in fiscal year 1983/84 expenditures for California's
In-Home Supportive Services, the oldest and one of the most extensive
programs in the United States, came to a total of $297 million which amounts
to $12 per capita, if divided by the total population:"
.3" National Central Bureau of Statistics, op. cit., p.18.

39 ma
4,)

Zukas, H., Cone, K., Leon, J., op. cit., p. 1.
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The cost of the service to users varies widely among municipalities. In a
few communities the service is free. In others, fees are charged per hour with
a maximum monthly amount. The ceiling is often means-tested and may go
up to 800 SEK a month in some cities. In other schemes all users pay the same
flat fee regardless of the number of hours of service rendered. In line with the
stagnating Swedish economy thiring the 1980's local government finances are
strained with the result that consumers' fees are on the increase throughout
the country,

County Home Health Services
Where disability is accompanied by chronic medical conditions or where
assistance is required during the night, the responsibility for that part of the
service rests with the counties. In some counties, persons with such needs
and without support from their families will be offered a bed in a nursing
home, since no programs exist which can deliver that type of assistance.
In other counties assistance outside regular working hours is delivered by

the municipal home help staff, complemented by a visiting nurse where
necessary, and the cost is borne by the county. In some communities the
county sends its own staff, usually nurses' aides, to one's home for the more
medically oriented tasks while municipal home help assistants take care of

the non-medical personal and domestic chores. The solution seems
awkward. Besides the obvious difficulties in defining tasks and coordinating

the two agencies' staff, consumers complain about the constant flow of
different people through their home disturbing their privacy. The distinction

between non-medical and medical tasks is not uniform throughout the
country. Some local governmentsthey tend to he characterized by high
income, low tax rates and conservative rule in the city councilwill defme
personal tasks such as helping the consumer getting dressed in the morning

as medical in nature. The pay-off to these municipalities of this
"medicalization" of personal assistance are lower expenditures, since the
county is responsible for medical tasks.
In several counties cash payments are made directly to the consumer
who turns over the money to his or her family or a person living in the home.

(This practice is called "object employment", the worker is employed to
work only for one person, the "object", as opposed to working in the regular
municipal home help force where assistants work for any consumers they are
assigned to.) In 1982 there were about 2,000 persons who received between
200 and 1,200 SEK per month tax-free from their county for working for a
household member:12'lb put this amount into perspective, 38 SEK is presently
the lowest municipal hourly wage. In a few undocumented instances some
" Daatland, S.O. and Sundstn5m, G., Gammal i Norden: Boende, omsorg och service 19651982, NORD, Oslo and Stockholm,1985, p. 71.
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comities pay market wages to the family members who care for the
"pat lents" , as the consumers alv called larder this stile ale."

Esc -irt; Service
Swedi' h communities lw law have t, provide paratransit services, In
contrmt to other countries, such as the llnited States, no effort has been
made to make public transp.,rrat 401 accessible. Usually there is door-to-door

service anti the user is twikted b negotiating architectural barriers such as

steps, Yet many will need it ore assistance when outside their home.
Recognizing this need a few municipalities have recently started escort
services.
The escort is a inuaicipal employee who is usually already working for
the social service office as an attendant and who accompanies and assists the

consumer while shopping or pursuing a leisure time activity outside the
home. In Stockholm, for example, users of the regular home help service
with more extensive functional disabilities are eligible and entitled to 15

hours of service per month for a maximum of three outings at five hours each.
The service is considered a complement to the regular home help and there is
no additional cost to the consumer. The escort service has to be applied for
several working days in advance. While the service recognizes an important
need, some users criticize the fact that they have no control over who will

accompany them on an outing and that there is no room for spontaneous
decisions. Some consumers refuse to utilize the program and prefer to make
their own arrangements with people they know,

Evening Patrols
Swedish central and local governments have adopted the aim of

supporting the disabled and elderly population in staying out of institutions
as long as possible. The belief in the higher quality of life in the community
has been aided by the now widely accepted cost advantagesespecially in

the light of the predicted continued growth in the population of older
persons.
As already noted, in many communities municipal personal assistance is
not available after office hours or on weekends. Thus persons in need of more
extensive assistance who cannot rely on relatives or cannot afford to pay
workers out of their own pocket have to move to an institution. During the
last few years several cities have begun to remedy this situation by providing
services under a program called "evening patrols". The service consists of
teams of two municipal employees each who travel by car or taxi from one
consumer to the next according to a pre-arranged schedule. The patrol assists
with going to bed and preparing for the night.
43 ibid.
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So far the service has been adopted by some cities on an experimental
basis, mainly for older persons. The program has oven criticized by younger
consumers who point out Lila It is inflexible and unreliable, since a delay at
one point in the schedule will affect all subsequent users. The common
criticism, which applies to most Swedish personal assistance programs, is
that consumers have no control over the staffing of this service and often will
not know who will work for them on a given day. Also, recent articles on
personal assistance in the daily newspapers took up the disadvantages of the
service citing the example of an older man in Stockholm who has to go to bed
at 5 p .m. every day of the yeaeven during summer when the sun is up until

10 p.r0

Emergency Call Systems
Another development intended to decrease the need for institutions
consists of installing devices in the user's home through which assistance can

be summoned. Senior citizens who live by themselves but also younger
individuals often expresq their fear of an unforeseen emergency which would

leave them helpless and unable to call for assistance. This insecurity is a
reason why many older persons without actual functional disabilities move to
institutions.

There are various devices and organizational solutions which can be
gruuped into so-called active and passive systems. One active system, for
example, is a small wrist watch-sized transmitter which allows the user to
communicate with a manned staff room via microphones and loudspeakers
set up at strategic points in the user's home. An example for passive systems
might be one where a municipal employee makes periodic phone calls to
check whether the user is well. Another example is a device installed in the
user's home that automatically triggers off an alarm in a staff room, if no
electrical appliance in the home is used for a predetermined number of
hours.
Over 6,000 apartments in Sweden are connected to active systems and
900 which are hooked up to passive systems5 The experience with these
emergency systems so far is inconclusive; many older persons do not feel safe
with these devices and prefer human contact. A recurrent comment on the
part of municipal administrators is that technical solutions can substitute for
staff to only a certain degree and that the organizational arrangement of who
will respond to an emergency call is of paramount importance.
The apartments connected to a staff room via an emergency call system
are either located within or in close proximity to service housesP As more
people living in the regular housing stock are to have access to emergency call
" Dagens Nyheter, October 10 through 19, 1984.
National Central Bureau of Statistics, op. cit., p.18.
" For a description of these segregated housing and service facilities see footnote 29.
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Systems, other So !Wiens IN to 1he geographical location of staff rooms and
orgailizat tonal arrangements have to be developed.

Fokus or Cluster Housing
Cluster housing under the name of Fokus housing is internatknially the

best known Swedish effort for keeping people with extensive need of

personal assistance out of institutions. This solution has been in existence in
Sweden for more than 15 years. The concept was first realized by the Fokus
Society under Prof. Brattgard In the late 1960'0' The original 280 Fokus
apartments are located In 12 Swedish cities. The common pattern consists of
10-15 special apartments dispersed throughout one large apartment complex
of perhaps 5o Jr more units. In this sense the tenants with disabilities are

geographically integrated. Fokus apartments are designed for the
accessibility needs of wheelchair users. The units are connnected via
intercom to a staff on duty 24-hours a day. In the original concept the

apartments were mainly intended as a half-way house solution. Individuals
with extensive disabilities coming from parental homes or institutions could
in these units acquire the skills necessary for a life in regular housing.
Through the political efforts of the Swedish disability organizations and
the Fokus Society Swedish local governments in 1973 were charged with the
legal responsibility of providing that type of housing and services. Since that
date all Fokus units are operated and financed by the respective municipality
they are located in. Up to 1985 an additional 720 apartments have been built
throughout the country that differ somewhat from the original Fokus

concept. Cluster housing is no longer referred to as Fokus but as
"boendeservice" which might be translated as "hous,,1 with service". lb

the disability organizations that propagate for more boendeservice

apartments the term "Fokus" has institutional connotations and they claim
that there are significant differences. Boendeservice in contrast to Fokus
apartments do not share common bathing, laundry, kitchen, and dining
facilities. The units consist of fewer apartments now ranging from 5 to 10
instead of 10 to 15. This decrease in numbers was to further improve the
geographical integration of the units in the neighborhood and to avoid any
resemblence to an institution. The basic principle, 24-hour access to staff
from a nearby common staff room, remains the same.
In Stockholm boendeservice apartments are built and operated by
municipally owned housing companies within the regular housing stock. The
additional construction costs of the units due to their larger-than-standard
floor plan, estimated at an average of 90,000 SEK per apartment, are covered
Brattgard, S.O., Carlsson, F., Sandin, A., Housing and Service for the Handicapped in
Sweden, The Fokus Society, Cothenburg,1972.
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by tl tv State Housing Aciaptat Ion Omit mod
earlier!"I'lle staff based in
a large apartment within the apart meta minplcx is under the direct ion of the
home help service of the cit y 's Social Service t Mice. Tito cost of t he service to

the consumer is nwans-tested but does not presently exceed 440 SEK a
ntonth, The temmts of the 1h/0/WV/TO! units are selechsi by the city's
Social Service Office who also it'atiPti the apart nients to t lie temmts.

Despite the 15 yea oid history of cluster lit ming in Sweden little has

been doiw in die way of crit leaf evaluation. This Met can in part be explained
by the overwhelming lack of independel it living housing alternatives; as long

as for many individuals a bed in a nursing home is tlw only housing

alternative, consumer organizations, service providers, and researchers
seem to be less inclined to critically analyze and evaluate boendeservice's
limitations.
Though most of the residents seem satisfied with their living situation,
frequent dissatisfaction is voiced in private. Complairts about the high
turnover among the staff, the frequent changes of workers whom a resident is
exposed to, and the limited input in the decision of who is to assist a given

tenant are similar to those raised by individuals who use the regular
municipal personal assistance service in their homes outside of cluster

housing settings.
Among the shortcomings specific to the cluster housing solution, as cited
by residents, is the possibility that assistants can be summoned to work for
another resident whose momentary needs are considered more pressing. The
urgency of tenants' needs is assessed by the staff. Thus, during morning
hours the staff can seldom stay during one tenant's entire routine without

interruptions (especially, if some workers have called in sick and no

substitutes have been found which happens quite often). Such interruptions
can cause considerable delays and as a result, residents find it difficult to plan
their day. Since staff members are often forced to set priorities in how to

allocate their limited time among the residents' competing needs, tenants
have developed individual coping strategies. With time many residents have
learned to assess the probabilities of receiving assistance for various tasks at a

given time of the day and week and to adjust their needs to the staff's

schedule. Another response is to try to gain a competitive edge over fellow
residents by developing a pleasing, non-offending attitude towards the staff.
There are recent developments which point to future changes in the
boendeservice scheme and its prominent position among Swedish housing
alternatives. During the last few years some of the residents with more

extensive disabilities in Stockholm's older cluster housing units have
successfully negotiated for their own personal attendants who are not
" Personal communication Gunilla Wahistr6m, anpassningsgruppen (housing adaptation
group), Fastighetskontoret (Department of Real Estate), City of Stockholm, October 26.
1984.
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connected to) the unit alld who mule in the niornIng,i for the entire morning
routine, I MrIng tin! rest of the day 11.eso MildOillti rely on workers from the
central stuff room as before, Itesidews who mat mged to got these personal
assistants reportiglly experiei ice die dial ige as a significant improvement in
their quality of life. They report Increased self-confidence gained from a
fooling of being In charge and able to plan their day, It winild ;went that these
pertMlis MUM MOW (Alt Of their ("IWO!' hOlisilig unit, if they nmmiged ho
develop a satisfactory backlip and emergency system,
A handful Of consuniers In Stocklailm and neighboring communities
have gone a step further. They live in regular housing and recruit, train, and
schedule their own assistants. The workers are employed by the municipal
Social Service Office who administers payment of wages, tax withholding,
and all other employer's tasks. The solution has not received any publicity,
Consumers with such arrangements have been reluctant to talk about it,
apparently out of the unfounded fear that the solution is not completely legal
and might be taken away from them, if the news would spread.
Social workers have not made any attempts to encourage their clients to
find their own assistants, One reason might be that it is the social worker'sjob

to perform these functions and the thought of informing clients of the

possibility of finding their own assistants might not have occurred to them.
There are also institutional hinders to this solution. Most consumers who

have such arrangements need part-time workers, since they do not have
enough hours for the 8-hour shifts of full-time assistants. Part-time work,
however, is not looked upon favorably by the unions who demand full-time
positions in their drive to upgrade thP status of workers. Social services
offices are reluctant to put new part-time workers on the payroll also for
economic reasons, because they have to first find work for their full-time
employees who receive fixed monthly salaries regardless of the number of
hours worked. Further, some social workers when asked about this solution
do not see any advantage for the consumer in it. They will also point out that
in their opinion only very few of their clients have an interest in or would be
capable of running such a system.

Assessment of Personal Assistance Services
Administrative Compartmentalization of
Personal Assistance Service
Conceptually, personal assistance services consist of practical help with
all the tasks which consumers cannot perform by themselves due to their
disability. These tasks may range from getting up in the morning and needing
assistance with bathing, toiletting, and dressing to household chores such as
cleaning, shopping and preparing mealb. Similar help might be required at
work, in school or wherever else one may be. Assistance might be needed
34
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with tniuslatrtalkni, !timing about town, nutking !Mow calls or running
errands, fhpoliding upon the nature of Ow disability a rt'n Pr or sign
language interpreter may be required,
While ninsumers may not see a diflemtce between the need (Or practical

help. say, in getting to the toilet at lama, itial at wig*, in Swetien
responsibility for funding, administrat ion, and

tilment of workeN in the

two situalkais will be entirely different. Assistants ta work are tinder the
Jurisdiction of the loval offkTs of the State Hoard of Idaho!. Market, witereivi

in-home support is the responsibility of local gmernnwnts, In some

communities, as mentlotwd above, a difference is made
chores (under the responsibility of local governn wnts) mid personal I tyglene

(sometimes considere(l a medical task and as such the charge of the
respective County Council). Consumers eligible for the escort service have to
apply to a special section within the municipal Social Service Office, If they
cannot use public transportation for that occasion, they also have to order the
paratransit service at the County Council's paratransit office, The escort or

any other municipal worker for that matter is not permitted to drive the
consumer in the consumer's car,
'lb the consumer the compartmentalization of persJnal assistance
services has severe consequences. For one, the agencies involved have their
own eligibility criteria and periodic eligibility checks; they answer telephone
calls only during certain hours of the day; services have to be ordered at least

one and sometimes several work days in advance. Thus, the individual
consumer has to spend quite a number of hours each month in handling
these contacts. Consumers who do not have the time or energy required for
these adminstrative tasks or do not have the capability or possibility to plan
their life so far in advance, for example for health reasons, cannot utilize the
services to the degree they would need them.
Consumers are often dependent on not only one but several services.
With each additional service used, the probability of delays or breakdowns in
the total system increases rapidly as problems can arise in any link of the
chain. At a recent conference on housing and services for people with
disabilities in Stockholm the national 010-person of a Swedish disability
organization told the audience that dtring the previous weekshe had lost two
days of work. Her cluster housing fad ty had ty m short of staff and when the
paratransit driver arrived to pick her up to ork she was still in bed. The
transportation service that has to be oraered at least one day in advance
could not wait for her. The example illustrates the vulnerability of the
consumer who is dependent on the smooth interaction of services provided
by several agencies. Regarding our example, to many consumers the ideal
solution would be that the worker who assists them with their morning

routine also drives them to work. Since this arrangement would be
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nolo
cowaderaldy less expensive than t:iik
even allow subsslizat kin or Ow contoinwrs' tirio thpir likv11 city itnit htill IA+
advantageous to t he tax 'sow.
Tilt" 1110til far-reaching consequence t,f tho rnolmeolat ion of services is
01(.61)416mi wood

the sense of itilit1110 loll 11101 110WPfli,0011100

for the prognmis breeds in tiIii'rs

ilivisitdt urrthsIuittiflty

f all it't't' s which deternilia the

consuita.r's quality of life persotuil assistance is probably the single mom
split tip personal assistance into many different
important one,
mapartments over which the individual has no control [oily map It difficult
10111 unity, f tater such etft. 11111h11111Ct's it
for the consumer to see ids or her
is difrit'ult 10 iwnvive oneself in charge of low's

Economics of and Obstacles to De-lnstItutknudlratIon
In Sweden ota, of the expressed aims of assisting older people and
persons with disabilities in their homes is to reduce the demand for costly
institutional care. A bed in a long.term ward excluding food and medically
related expenses cost approximately 480 SEK a day in 1982 This cost
consists mainly of labor costs for personal assistance and capital costs for the

physical plant. In comparison, the cost of one hour blow assistance to
Stockholm City was 60 SEK including all employer's costs and administrative
expenses:4' Thus, compared to the most expensive institutional alternative it

pays to provide home assistance, as long as the need does not exceed
approximately eight hours a day.

This admittedly rough calculation nevertheless reflects some of the

economics involved. Administrators are quick to point out that it is a person's
whole life situation and not economic considerations which will determine
where a particular individual will end up living. The irony is, however, that
many more individuals with disabllitiesamong them individuals in their
twentiesas well as older people could leave hospitul wards and other costly
institutions, if planners would follow the economic criterion. The number of
persons presently put up in nursing homes who could live in their own home
with several hours assistance a day has been estimated at 7,000 in Sweden!'
There are several reasons for this obvious waste of human and monetary
capital As has been pointed out already, in many communities the services

available cannot support persons who need personal assistance outside
regular office hours. Often, it seems, the relationship between insufficient
" Ratzka, A., op, cit., p. 61.
Rent or capital costs do riot have Lobe added to the at-home alternative, since moving to

tbe institution does not always free the patient't. former housing unit; there might be a
rp. 'use or other household member who continues to occupy the apartment. Most people
up pn moving to a nursing home do not want to consider this move as final and try to keep
their old housing for several years.
" "Botv,eservice i varje kommun", Svensk handikapptidskrift, Vol 58, No 9-10, Oct. 1981,
p. 21.
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personal assistinice prtivr thy Ilex itttlity mu
often characterite these workers.
,osistants
Another step towank more protessumalism
consists of the II IUIRIS by the tattoos amid the orgiuirhiaii uI ll (smile with
disabilities for more workers' training. The unions expect higher tinsttiti and,
ultimately, better {my (although at present naire transit ig is tau rewartksi by
higher wages). The large disability orgunrzations support these demands in
the hots for better quality service.
A straightforward way of improving the quality of the serviir would
seem to be to raise workers' wages; more applicants would compete for a
given number of positions arid selection eriteria coukl be raised. The prthlem
remains of whose criteria would be used. For personnel adminstrutors at the
municipal, sochti services office formal qualifications such us health care
related courses and work experience in institutional settings are important

selection criteria, Yet such qualifications are questioned by many
experienced users of persomd assistance who live outside of institutions.

Younger consumers will point out that the courses offered by local
governments are geared towards &misting older persons who make up the
majority of all consumers of personal assistance. This training, it is claimed,

instills attitudes in the workers towards their clientele which younger
consumers find negative. The same goes for work experience in institutions.
Signs of attitudes that do not support a sense of self-direction and self-worth
among consumers can be found in some 1 the language around personal
assistance. In many regions workers, for example, are commonly referred to

as "home samaritans", The Good Samaritan, according to the biblical
account, saved a half-dead, robber victim whom he happened to see at the

wayside from a certain death. Thus the term seems to imply that the
consumers' life and well-being is completely dependent on the charitable

instinct of some chance passers-by. Further, the work of the "home
samaritans" is commonly called "yard", "omsorg" or "att ta hand om"
terms that suggest passive dependence and being taken care of. The view of
people with disabilities conveyed in this language is incompatible with the
goal of full participation and equality.
" Ibid.
Ibid.
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example, in Nevehil diAtrieu 4,-+Sistalth work at groups ot tour to five. Kach
monting tbe team starts the day by meeting in their shift room, usually an
apartment rented by the city's !Wild WrVire office in the neathborhood of the

team's clWnts. During these morning meeting* workers discuss and
distribute among themselves the tasks for the day. The rationak for this
innovation is to improve the assistants' working conditions by prmiding
them with a place of their own for meetings, meats, aM support from their
colleagues,

The solution has not gained popularity among consumes

for the

following reasons. no one, staff meetings at 8 a.m. for 20 minutes or more
mean that consumers cannot start their morning routine before 830 a,m,

which is too late for people who ..vork or have children. Also, some
consumers fear that when assistants discuss their work load with each other,
details of the clients' private lives will be exchanged. About 20 to 30 per cent
of the assistants' working hours are spent on activities such as staff meetings,
training, travelling to consumers' homes, and rest perits1s'.4
" IWsonal communicstion, Genii Sundstrnm, Department of '410,N/1044y, Unii,rroty itt
Ankaping
One of the main services offered by Independent Living Programs in the US are Independent

Living Skills Cak
See for example. Saxton, U, "Ner Counsehng", in Crewe, N
Zola, Irving K. aod Assodates. Mdependent Lict NO pt. PR ustattlm th.sabled Ilvpir. Jewry
Bass Publishers, San Francisco, 1983.

Nrsonal communkadon. Gerdt Sundstrdm.
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Another example of professionalism air tasks of therapeutic nature
which the Social Service Office charges the workers with. Thus, assistants
are to "activate" consumers. 'Ib "activate" usually means that assistants are
to perform only those tasks which the consumer cannot do himself or herself.

In a recent report on the quality of personal assistance in Stockholm
conducted by a disability organization a common example of this approach
was cited. Workers will dust off the upper corners of pictures on the wall and
motivate consumers to do the lower corners which are in reach for a seated
persoe 'lb many consumers the issue in using assistants is not only that they
need help in getting chores done which they cannot do themselves; many
tasks which the consumer might be able to perform himself will take much
time and energy which can be spent on other activities, say, employment.
The choice as to how to spend their energies, consumers contend, should be
theirs. A similar expression for what might be termed paternalism is a recent
decision by the Stockholm Social Service Office that prohibits attendants
from buying alcoholic beverages for their clients.

A list of regulations governs the various tasks which assistants are
allowed to perform in a consumer's home. For example, in Stockholm a
worker is to clean only the consumer's bedroom, bathroom, kitchen and
living room but no other area. Linen or carpets may not be laundered. No
windows above the ground floor may be washed for safety reasons. For many
consumers house cleaning is done every other week on a fixed day regardless
of unscheduled needs. There is much uncertainty around these written and
unwritten rules which tends to cause confusion and insecurity among users
of the service.
The regulations not only limit the type of tasks which the workers may

perform , they also specify the assistants' working conditions. The
consumer's home is somebody else's work site. Thus, a supervisor at the
city's Social Service Office may inspect the consumer's home in order to
check, for example, whether the bed is of the right height and accessible from

at least three sides. The regulations are the result of periodic negotiations
between the city administration atm the labor unions. Individual consumers
or their organizations have no part in these decisions.
The area where the lack of consumer input is felt most is the decision of
who will work for a particular user of the service. Many consumers will
contend that the work consists of very intimate moments and constitutes a
close social relationship during a large part of the day. Also, the consumer, by
the nature of the work, is forced to expose his or her everyday life and private

sphere to another person. Under these circumstances having an outsider, a
social worker at the local Social Service Office, decide who will work for a
particular consumer can be experienced as a humiliation. The assumption
Nordstorm, M. and Orn, G., Studie over hemservice for handikappade, Hr :Z Stockholms
lAn, 1984, p. 27.
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that any assistant can work for any person, the e:tplicit rule especially in
cluster housing units, amounts to a denial of an individual's uniqueness as a

human being. Implied in this rule is the attitude that all people with
disabilities are the same, as if their disability was the only important aspect of
their perQon. (This stereotypyillg mechanism when applied to other groups,
to a di ,rent race or sex, for example, is commonly called racism or sexism
and r '; dered a form of discrimination. When directed against people with
a.,,.

s the Independent Living Movement refers to thk, attitude as

"hano

,ppism".) As one consumer, a woman, stated at a recent conference
on cluster housing, "it is o!:ly after I moved t o hoendeservice that I no longer
have control over which inei enter my bec,..)om''!"
A repeated complainL
,:onsumers is that social workers, out of an

alleged misunderstood professionalism, will see to it that no personal
attachment develops between client and worker. For that reason consumers
often hesitate to indicate a preference for particular workers, since they fear
that as a result other workers will be assigned to them.
There is also a very tangible and practical aspect to this issue. Individuals
with extensive disabilities have specialized needs that differ from person to
person. Each time a new worker comes, he or she has to be instructed and
trained by the consumer in work routines that might be unique to a particular
consumer. In this way a morning routine that will take, say, three hours with
a trained worker might take up to one or two hours more. Apart from the
aggravation and inconvenience of being awakened by a stranger who has to
be instructed, the delay will affect the consumer's ability of leaving for work
at the scheduled hour. Since turn-over among the municipal employees is

very highone consumer in Stockholm is on record as having had 67
d:"Ierent workers within a single month"the uncertainty about at what
hou i. a person will be able to leave his or her home in the morning might be a

contributing factor to the high unemployment rate among persons with
extensive needs of personal assistance in Sweden.

'Ib workers the presently high turnover rate and resulting frequent
changes in assignments are not satisfactory either. They often report
discomfort when they are sent to new and unknown persons whom they have
to assist with intimate tasks such as personal hygiene.

In summary, there is a clear conflict between workers' attempts to
upgrade the professional status of their work and consumers' interests in
obtaining more control over service delivery and quality. The question then
is how both quality of personal assistance and worker satisfaction can be
improved without turning the work into a profession.
Confert ace on boendeservice organized by Stockhohns kommunala handikapprad (municipal councj on disability issues), Almasa kursgard, Stockholm, January 28,1985.
Personal communication, STIL (Stockholm Independent Living group).
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Decentralized Financial Responsibility and Regional Inequality
As stated above, the responsibility for providing personal assistance
services rests with local governments whose expenditures for the service are

subsidized by the central state. Since the services provided in a given
community will depend on awareness of needs, political priorities and
municipal finances, extent and quality of personal assistance vary widely
among municipalities. As a result, persons with disabilities depending on

these services face severe restrictions in their geographical mobility
unexperienced by their non-disabled peers. Within the County of Stockholm,

for example, an area consisting of some 24 separate municipalities,
individuals with needs of personal assistance during the night and on
weekends who cannot arrange these services through their families or by
hiring assistants with their own money, are able to live in only half a dozen

communities without running the risk of having to move to a county
institution.
In this regard then the decentralization of social services to the local

level, as prescribed by Swedish legislation, has been detrimental to the
efforts made by people with disabilities in becoming equal participants in
society. In the view of this writer fmancial responsibility for personal
assistance has to be as centralized as possible, that is, be paid for in toto by
national income tax revenues in order to avoid regional inequities. A possible

vehicle for such a transfer at present would be an expanded National
Disability Allowance (handikappersatning). The program which was
described above is meant to compensate persons with disabilities for the
additional cost of living incurred as a consequence of their disability.
At the same time, this solution would allow the control over the service
to be as de-centralized as possible; consumers, if they so wished, could
administer the funds necessary for hiring their own assistants themselves or
turn over the money to the city's social service office or some private agency
that could provide the service. The choice would always be the consumer's.

Funding personal assistance at the central state level through the
present disability allowance would also keep more persons with disabilities
out of costly institutions. As was pointed out in previous sections, the present
division of fmancial responsibility for personal assistance and health care

between municipality and county gives financial rewards to those
municipalities which provide a minimum of personal assistance services;
persons who cannot manage on such a minimum will have to be referred to
nursing homes which the county pays for. With central state funding for
personal assistance shuffling people with disabilities around would come to
an end, since consumers vould have the means to purchase the services
anywhere.
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Lhnited Choices
In Sweden the alternatives for persons with ex tens; -; disabilities in
housing and personal assistance are still severely limited, The options for
people needing extensive personal assistance aro liviiig with their families, in
nursing homes, using the municipal personal assistance service while living
in the community, and cluster housing.
In communities with poorly developed personal assistance programs, as
developed above, people with disabilitierl are often forced to i!,et services from
their relatives after office hours and on weekends. When parents or spouses
are no longer capable of providing the necessary practical aid, there is often
no other place to go but the nursing home especially, if the person has never
had the opportunity of acquiring the skills of living on his or her own. Nursing

homes, the Swedish disability organizations contend, should never be
considered an acceptable housing solution fur people who do not have to live
there on medical grounds. Despite public statements by Swedish politicians

on their committment to de-institutionalization and on its economic
advantages there are still people with disabilities living in nursing homes,
often people in their early twenties, purely for lack of appropriate personal
assistance services in their communities.
Given these choices, or rather lack of t!tern, the advent and development
of cluster housing has been embraced by public officials and consumer

organizations alike as the solution to the housing problems of persons
requiring extensive personal assistance. The number of persons agod 20-65
in need of this arrangement has been estimated at some 10,000 which, for
comparison, is 0.12 per cent of the total Swedish population or more than two
thirds of all Swedish wheelchair users in that age bracket. The estimate made

by one of the most powerful Swedish disability organizations has gone
unchallengedP While the estimate may be correct as far as the number of
persons is concerned who are in need of more extensive personal assistance,
the conclusion that these assistance needs have to be met in cluster housing
arrangements only must be considered unfounded.
The cluster housing solution, some consumers point out, implies that
people with disabilities have to move to where the services are and not the
other way around. The result is a severe restriction of the geographical and

social mobility of people with disabilities in need of personal assistance
which profoundly limits their possibilities for full participation and equality.
The term "koncentrat" (concentration) commonly used in the jargon of the
Stockholm Office of Social Services for cluster housing is a good description of

the geographical limitation and the semi-institutional character of this
solution. Cluster housing is presently not available in all communities and in
63 As quoted in Mhnsson, ICC.. Housing with Day and Night Services for the Severely Dis-

abled, The Swedish Institute for the Handicapped, Stockholm, 1982.
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all neighborhoods. Nor does it allow tenants to live in any other form of
housing than apartments in multi-family structures:" Also, unlike in regular

lease contracts tenants of boemieservice units are not, free to swap
apartments with anybody they cl loose. In Stockholm's tight, !lousing market

exchanging apartments is an easy and popular method of adjusting onc's

housing to changing needs. For tenants of bwnde.wrvicc apartments,
however, exchanges are possible only with persons who qualify for
boendeservice according to the Social Service Office's criteria,

STIL: Consumer Reaction in the Form of An Incipient Independent
Living Movement
As a result of a seminar° on the Independent Living Movement in
Stockholm in December 1983 Stockholm's Independent Living Group (STIL)

was formed with the objective of increasing the number of personal
assistance alternatives for persons with extensive disabilities. While STIL
does not deny the advantages of boendeservice over institutions or parental
homes, its members argue that boendeservice as the only solution cannot

satisfy different, individual needs. Persons with extensive disabilities,
according to STIL, despite their common need of personal assistance are
individuals with different personalities and social and economic background
who have the same right to find their own way of living as their non-disabled
peers. The flexibility implied by this right, STIL members claim, depends on
two requirements:

not linking housing a, i services into one bundle as in cluster
housing

municipal or, preferably, central state personal assistance
allowances directly paid to the consumers to enable them to
purchase the services from whomever they choose.
Personal assistance programs that incorporate these two principles, STIL
members contend, enable individual consumers to custom-design their own
assistance system by making all decisions as to staffing, scheduling, training,
hiring, and firing. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of such solutions
STIL is preparing a pilit project where consumers of personal assistance will
function as employers of their issistants. STIL is currently negotiating with

the City of Stockholm for an agreement where the participants in STII.2s

project will receive the amount, that the city presently spends on the
respective individual's personal assistance. The funds will then be
Recently a few cities, such as Gothenburg, have sta qed boender,Yvice units where consurneN live in single-family row houses. Because of the lower density of single-family
homing this solution involves larger walkiu,g distances for t be staff and has not been popular
with the unions,

" Participants from the United States were Judith Heumann and Edward Roberts, World
Institute on Disability, Berkeley, California. From the United Kingdom came Ken Davies,
Derbyshire Coalition of Disabled Citizens and Neill Slatter 7ianipshire Independent Living
Center.
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administered by the participants either hulk' lethally or In Mritt of a
cooperative. Part icipants will have t he ei mice of takMg 00 t he admitdst rative

tasks lissociated with being all employer or charging the cooperative with
OW task,

Since STIL's membership consists of indivkluals with extensive
disabilities facing very limited hot tsing citoices, lite organization's it dtiative is
seen mainly as a protest against cluster housing. While boandese ?Tice has its

rightful place among the present, limited housing and personal assistance
alternatives in Sweden, these recent developments indicate that consumers
there have begun to question the monopoly position this sohition has had for
so long.

The hypothesis is here suggested that when the number of cluster
housing apartments in a given community increases beyond a certain level
relative to the number of persons in need of personal asistance, the only

other alternative for many, a nursing home, ceases to serve as the sole
reference point and other imaginable solutions are explored that promise
more degrees of freedom. Perhaps it is no coincidence that STIL was founded

in Stockholm which is the city with most cluster housing apartments per
capita in Sweden, presently 150 apartments in a total population of some
600,000 inhabitants. The most active members in STIL are residents of
boendeservice units who expect considerable improvements in their whole
life situation from moving out and administering their own assistance service.
As an aside, th( above argument might explain why the Fokus scheme

seems to face less criticistni in the Netherlands than boendeservice in

Swedendespite the fact that the Dutch chster housing solution has
retained more of the institutional characteristics of the original Swedish
Fokus scheme than boend,eservice. People with extensive needs of perswa1

assistance have apparently considerably fewer alternatives in the
Netherlands than in Sweden which can be shown by some rough
ck:kalations.

The number of persons in the age bracket 18 to 65 and in need of
extensive personal assistance has been estimated at roughly 10,000 in
Sweden and 15,000 in the NetherlandsF In the Netherlands, as of 1984,
approximately 1,300 persons or 9 per cent were housed in residential centers
Dutch Fokus units, for example, consist of 10-15 apartments whereas boendeservice units
have 5-10 apartments. Dutch Fokus units, in contrast to Swedish boendeservice, are still built
with common kitchen, dining, laundry, and bathing facilities. Judging from the account of
Gerben DeJong (Independent Living & Disability Policy in the Netherlands: Three Models of
Residential Care & Independent Living, World Rehabilitaton Fund, Report #27, New York,
1984) assistance with household chores in Dutch Fokus units is not available before 8 a.m.
and after 6 p.m. which makes for late breakfasts and early dinners, nor seems to exist the
possibility of using Fokus assistants outside one's home. In Swedish boendeservice units
assistants are supposed to be available for household chores and outings as long as there is
enough staff for the other tenants' needs.
"7 Ratzka, A., "Speculations on the Future of the Fokus Scheme" in DeJong, G., op. cit. , p. 87.
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such as Het. Dorp" (uui entire village of 400 inliabitants In !Well of personal
assistance); 200 or a little more than 1 per cent lived in Mil(' is units; and the
reinnimh.r, algnit 13,5oo or PO per centstayed either In nursing homes or

had to rely entirely on family for assistance, since there is no personal
assisttuice program for persons living outside residential miters or Pc)kus;"' In

Sweden residential centers such as Het Dorp and its smaller versions are
unknown and would be unacceptable to disability organizations ant . policy
makers. About 1,000 persons or 10 per cent live in cluster housing; some
3,000 or 30 per cent live in nursing homes" the remaining 6,000 or 60 per
cent. live at home with personal assistance provided by municipal home
helpers. Since in many communities such assistance is not available after

office hours, an unknown percentage in this group has to rely on
supplemental assistance from family members or other sources.
Fokus housing in the Netherlands offers comparative advantages which
help to explain its popularity. In a very tight housing market and without
national accessibility codes in residential construction it is apparently very
difficult to secure accessible housing in the Netherlands which makes the
relatively spacious and subsidized Fokus apartments very attractive. Also,
Fokus housing with ADL-assistance paid for by state insurance is financially
considerably more attractive than the residential center alternative where
the resident is left with a mere pocket money or living at home in the regular
housing stock where assistance has to be provided by family members or has
to be purchased with the consumer's own money?' In Sweden boendeservice
offers no such financial incentives.
Under such circumstances there is no way of knowing how much of the
Fokus scheme's popularity in the Netherlands is explained by its intrinsic
qualities and how much is merely due to the overwhelming lack of better
alternatives tolerated by a weak consumer movement.
STIL's initiative has met considerable interest and also initial resistance
the latter not surprisingly from the established oisability organizations who
are strongly committed to the boendeservice TT, ,del. In STIL's view one of the
Ain solution propagated by
reasons, why cluster housing has become 0
these organizations, is the fact that Swedish uw. uility advocates traditionally

have often been persons who do not need personal assistance or have no
ditability themselves and who therefore lack a first-hand understanding of
For a personal account on Het Dorp see Zola, I.K., Missing Pieces: A Chronicle of Living with
a Disabiluy, Thmple University Press, Philadelphia, 1982.
G., op cit. , p. 53.

7° In 19r.' art estimated 7,000 persons of all ages were staying in nursing homes who could
manage to live in their homes with several hours of personal assistance a day. ("Boendeserv ice i varje kommun", Svensk handikappticiskrift, Vol 58, No 9-10, Oct. 1981, p. 21) Thday,
this figure is probably lower. Also, since most of the people in this group wen 15 or older, the
number of persons in the age group 18-65 most likely does not exceed 3,01.0.
" DeJong, G., op. cit., p.64.
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the importat we of personal assistance for a self-directed
STIL has
recognizid this iltaitatkal and &es not mull, persons whilout. nem of
personal assistance on its hoard.
Interestingly, much or the ham rosistanco has cow from the politklil

'eft who opposed STIL's proposed models of constitmq control as
"individualistic", The arginnent is that persomd assistance is the

responsibility of and shoniti be administered by public bodies under full
cot .trol of the democratic process instead of private and Isbrilaps even

nrcfit-orlentod interests, in this position SilLs initiative is seen as part of the
r4.4...ogt "privatization' wave which proposes private and often profit-making

;Au ons for services, such as health care, which in Sweden have

tradkionally been considered to be in the public domain. STIL members
respond that they do not F(c) themselves as helpless hospitalized patients
who need protection from private profiteers but as healthy, self-directed
individuals living in their own home and pursuing an active life who know
w,mt is in their best interest. STIL also points out that it must be in the
in.trest of all forms of government that some decisions remain in the private
sphere and are not subject to public control, namely, decisions about such
mundane everyday tasks as when and how to go to the toilet. The attitude of

critics on the left towards STIL has improved considerably after it was
announced that participants in the pilot project, if they so wish, will form a
consumer cooperative which functions as the employer of their assistants.

Swedish unions are known for their reluctance to 3upport
de-institutionalization fearing that they cannot protect their ivinbers'
interests outside of large institutions, Thus, they have been critico

proposals arguing that personal assistants could easily be exl,,eited, if
employed by individual consumers. Tbday, due to pressure from th .. unions
manicipal Social Service Offices have issued a multitude of tales that regulate

in detail the tasks assistants are to work with. STIL collendt that in the
consumer-assistant relationship, made possible in the STIL-,roJect, both
have equal opportunities for and an interest in establishing satisfactory
working climate where both parts together can reach agreenv rts. In this
way, assistants too can choose whom they want to work for in coi, r.a.st to the

regular municipal home help service or boendeservice where they can be
ordered to go to anybody. More than 10 per cent of STIL's membership
consists of boendeservice workers who support STIL's initiative in the hope of
improving their own working conditions through the pilot project.
One of the most persistent arguments against STIUs personal assist Ince
initiative is the contention that not many persons with disabilities have the
ability to manage their own personal assistance. These doubts are most often
advanced by social services professionals and by non-disabled functionaries

of disability organizations some of whom have called the proposed STIL
project "elitist". STII:s reply is that even if not all consumers are willing or
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able to administer their own !terminal teisIstance miry k I his, in itself, would
not constitute sufficient grounds for hindering those who an! able mid willing
from doing SO, lit most ot her awns tilWrets'es In needs and aptitudes among
citizens tire recognized, In tact, insisting that all mistutters of persomil
assistance should have the sante system, STII, col It ent n, Is reminiscent °lam

stereotyping attitudes which people with ilisithilitas have been exposed to
for so long. By ass= ii tg that all cimstimers of pt.rstaml assistance have the
same needs, abilities, atal preferetims tit Is type of projudkv in effect denies
people with disabilities their uniqueness ItS perSoitS,

In order to give as many consumers as Imssibk, the opportunity of
on its program peer
mintin istering their own personal assishuice
support groups and peer counsellinA vot in,es where consumers can acquire
the necessary administrative skills and train to become more self.directed
and assertive individuals,

When pointing to the documented success of consumer-controlled
versonal assistance services as they exist for example, in California,
Engl..nd, New York City, and Denmark;' the reply is often that in Sweden
there is a different social climate where local governments are strongly

committed to providing such services. Swedish law in this area
(socialtjanstlagen) counts people with disabilities among the "weak" groups

in society together with children, older people, immigrants, etc. whose
special protection local governments are charged with. As it is often put, "in
Sweden we take care of each other". In this climate comumer-run assistance
services are seep as a necessity in the US to which people with disabilities in
to be exposed to. The fact that in Denmark (whose social
Sweden do not
welfare policie re quite similar to Sweden's) individuals with extensiw
disabilities have had personal assistance schemesP as propagated by STIL,
since the late 1950's is quite disconcerting to advocates of this position.
The language used by STII. seems to stir up sentiments, sua as STIUs
insistence on individual contiol over hiring and firing. In a social climate

where terms like "home samaritan" were developed, the thought that
persons who have extensive disabilities and depend on physical help should
be able to Me their "samaritans" is a ;,rovocation to many. The same is true
for STIL's demand that individual consumers have to be able to be employers
of their workers, if they so choose. While anyone is legally free to hire other
persons' services, to sc,I people in Sweden, the word "employer" seems to
" Rosenfeld, D Cost Cornpt.rison of 37 Ventilator D-pendent Individuals: Hospitalization
vs. Home Caw, Concer of Independexice, Inc., New York, 1985. F.r information on
California and England (S;. Thomas Hospital, London) see Laurie, G., o:, cit. For informaerg%; paper presented at the Third International Polio and
tion on Dennark see Anx
Independent Living Confe'..i ??, St. Louts, Missouri, May 1985 sponsored by the Gazette
International Networking 1, it ute, St. Louis, Missouri.
" The pertineiit legislation ii i enmark is § 48,3 of the Danish Social Services Act (bistkndsloven)
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V. RESEARCH ISSUES
flori4ittal a., LtHI4 1)114;1'31m ItliVo boom in

h'spily the fact 11131

gly little ht the
tlXINIVIIM ill SWvdell r over fAl years there !WIN hi '4
way of l)olitylvaluation. Tlie work that 1111.4 1111'11 (lotto itt lid:, :il"11 IS lititricled to
gat lien! tieserita lye 81111.1Stivs on iutm bers of latirs prov Ow by, t yi )0 of wry ico,
t the 410011 11.11(1
bomber or consumers, staff, mai expentlitures:' I )t'cistn,
organizat kM nil form of the sory ices seem lo 10 outdo lV kcal
administrators witluna yin only ally a, alb/tic mearch or, mest inns
11(4418

'88111c111, qUallly of serv ices, Moto of tile sef,, lee at col ismer' lives,
en pon solin! its,astra tee al tdoilwe services 1; 1r liilt

the rate of sub4.11,111kt ht t

with disabilities, or the infitiontv of personal assistance or the incittoct, of
institutionalizatioit.
Sweden is pntimbly one of die commies witl I s

okiest anti most extensive

experience in this area, For these reasons twd because of he country's
longstanding tradition of keeping excellent revonis Sweden :nuvides ;t unique
opportunity for indepth studies of personid ass stance. Research on Swedish
personal assistaiwe delivery systems, with due conskleration of die problem of
tnutsferring programs fn.an one social policy dint; e and institutional fnunework
to another, can provide valuable policy information disability admates, social

policy decision makers, and service providers in other countries where the
establishment or expansion of existing services Ls contemplated.
In the following a very brief discussion of some of the research issues raised
by Swedish personal assistance schemes is provided,

Needs Assessment
When reading Ow scanty literature on personal assistance set
various countries it is interesting to note the difference in estimates of
of the population needs such services. Looking at West Gennar md SwedL.It
statistics, for example, the incidence of a functional disabiL v requiring
community-based personal assistance in West Germau is estimatek' at 2.9 per
cent of the total population eight years and oldetz. whereas in Sweden t is figure
has been found to be 8.1 per cent solely in the age group 15 to 7516

A question for research then, would be to analyle the cross-cc,
differences in needs assessments. First, a model of the ati, .irenarits
?,ate
needs would have to be constructed which could include such demograptilc

variables as age mix, incidence of certain diseases and accidents, family
" National Central Bureau of Statistics, op. cit.: Daatland, S.O. and Sundstrthn. G.. op.cit.
" Bundesministerium far Jugend. Familie und Gesundheit, Anzahl und Situation zuhause
lebender Pflegebedürftiger. Stuttgart, 1980.
" Blorngren, L. and Brattgard. S.O., The Risk of Becoming A Wheelchair UserA Method to
Calculate the Risk of Becoming Disabled, Handikappforskningen, Gothenburg University,
1979.
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nisit lei a titi ii mit taint's,

Ilorst

ait explanation of the ok.erved cross.country dirliwoirs III iwtor
assogoolloN woktta htivo to look into cultural tliniToilees, in particular, the
uttittifl -, towards people with tlisabilit Ws, I he underlying
kl iH.S I° their
.irtieluate, and to what degree these latitudes l wive been internalized

by tki4ot0 with disabilities.

huditutIons
The cilwastactkai with the limited number or hooslog alternatives for
iiersons requiritig extviisive rwrsc n uul tssist4u tee that I tics Ns! to die fonnation of

ST% Is primarily (lin WWII *Mist cluster In nisi' ig or bckillihtsvIria, as the
housing solutiott for ixople with extensive disabilities. The proponet s of cluster
hon.sing claim that boemiesen

LS arl altentative to institutional living: tenants

live in their own apartments which outwardly an. indistinguisluibk) from
neighboring tants, a maximum number of ten bienditsivefre apartments is
dispersed throughout a large apartment connilex guanu awing geographical
integration, and residents are free to come and go,
On the other tuutd, bocmdesrrt Pio! tenants point out a series of problems that
they experience in cormection with the staff: Workers sometimes do not respect

tenants' privacy and enter the apartment with the staff key without ringing at
the dmr; staIT is suspected of spreading intimate details of the residents' lives;
workers discuss and determine which activities of the residents they are to
support. Other common complaints have already been mentiotaxi such as
tenants' lack of input in staffing decisions, rules about the type of bed, etc. a
resident is allowed to have or the geographical limitations bocmcieservice entails.

The list could be continued. Many of these grievances are reminiscent of the
critique directed against institutions such as hospitals. It would seem then that
there is some evidence that institutions do not necessarily have to consist of brick

and mortar but can also be of the "ambulatory" type.
An area where more work has to be done then is the question of what
constitutes an institution. One approach might be to compile a list of features
which are commonly associated with institutions and to examine which of these
properties also apply to cluster hlusing and similar solutions.
One feature suggested here as a central characteristic of institutions is that
the consumer in facing the staff does not meet individuals on a one-to-one basis
but is dealing with a hierarchically ordered organization that has its written and
unwritten rules, formal and informal goals, and a tradition of its own. It is in the
nature of a hierarchically organized chain of command that, as an order or rule is

passed down from one echelon to the next, its interpretation automatically
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abroad anti considering the known effects of institutions HI the 61E111 or
hosoutumn, lack or sorcoontkive, nod slowed perstoild Artmith it k gif
label houslItA and tmihtalwe tiokitiouN.
Institutimud ve,,tigcs III ervkv delivery have Ill he identined heron. nrwrions

Iginithount importiu we that wy

van be designed winch Inny sunntirt die emancipation Or people with
Degree of Consumer Control and Independent Living Outeomen
Service delivery systems fOr twoplt. with disabilities and older iteople can
be designed with varying degrees of consunier Involvement. The Int lepei uktnt
Living Movement demands that const tillers both as a gnaw mai as individuals
have to be in control over the services which t ley need for a self-directed and

productive life. An interesting topic for research would be then to test this

contention and to analyze the differential fleets, If any, that personal
assistance services with differing degrees of consumer control have On
consumers' lives, A hypothesis might be that the larger t.he extent t if consumer

involvement, the greater would be consumer satisfaction atm pnxluctivity.
The operational definitions for these outcomes could incluue such health
related items afri incidence of infections and pressure sores as well as other
variables such as number of hours a week spent on gainful employment,
volunteer work, sports, and other active leisure time activities.
There are several considerations which seem to support this hypothesis,
On a practical level, the personal assistance programs presently available do
not allow a great degree of flexibility. A system that permits more input from
the individual consumer will most likely be more responsive to his or her needs
and will enable the user to be more active. Further, taking over a larger share in
administration, staffing decisions and other responsibilites of one's personal

assistance service must be considered a valuable training The skills and
confidence acquired this way can be usefully applied to other areas such as
employment. Finally, the frustration and dissatisfaction reported by many
persons with extensive disabilities in Sweden might, in part, be the result of
the experience of dependence on other people, in particular social workers
whose task it is to organize the various services for their clients. As one STIL
member put it, "my life is run by other people". Control over a service which is

central to one's daily life and the opportunity of bringing about changes
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elinutte disability advocates, instead of Instil,* Orr nage setNiees w 11014 AO Mkt
bring ireriple WW1 disabilines closer to Ow goal of full vcriicipatioo arid tquality,
find thetnselves Inure WWII (III OW defensive In Meeting the prewlit

pncorruput kin with cost entailintnent mu** itilleynutkeni, wrvice lipAridirre4,
and the pubW at kirge, people with disabilitil% have to point out duit laidget cubit
Inca often simply klut to quality deteriorntion In MTVkl, delivery: half a kid of

blead is cheaper than a whole loaf. Unfortunately, quality is not as easily
nwasured as VOW, In caller to di munent how changes in (turtling affect the quality
of personal MItii.SUURV iimptitei 11W4:441' lr (pudgy, 0:4 described blow, wool'

be an impertant tool,
The ried for a IlleilStire of quality Ls also brought out by the following
consideration. One of the strongest argumilas for de-institutionalization the
world over is the contention thitt it is cheaper Gm tlw tax-payer, if people with

disabilities and older persons live kargruted in the community, There am
countless relative cost studies that have proven this point over and mer. On the

other hand, these investigations hardly ever consider the difkrence In diquality aide afforded by institutional and kidependent
-g setWigs. Assun,
an institution with the standard of a Third %rid prison
Lsylum of 100 rars
ago. lb keep somebody in such a hypothetical institutiort would altatnle
cheaper than to pmvide the supportive services necessary for an inckoeb.
and dignified life in the community. Thus, if the level of quality oft* is not
an explicit issue, reliance on the cast savings argument am backfire.

Consumeroriented quality criteria to be used in the comptution and
evaluation of different personal assistance systems would have to include items
such as:
turnover rates among workers;
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reliability and punctuality of assistants;
range of tasks which may be carried out by assistants;
intensity of service, i.e. maximum amount of hours granted and at
what times;
geographical mobility permitted by the service (at home, work site,
outside the community, abroad);
consumer's control over who will carry out the work;
flexibility and consumer control in scheduling assistants;
time spent by consumer in the administration of the service;
degree of consumer input, i.e. the possibility to take on functions
such as advertizing, interviewing, hiring, paying, training, and firing.
Conceptually, an index consisting of these characteristics can be used to

compare different personal assistance services in respect to both cost and
quality:lh

In such a quality index the items enumerated above could serve as some
of the dimensions that define the concept of quality in personal assistance
services. One of the methodological difficulties in the operationalization of
such an index would be to find the appropriate weights which people with
disabilities have to be attached to the various dimensions that the index
consists of. The weights will differ depending upon the individual consumer's

needs which, in turn, are a function of, among other things, extent of
disability and the tasks one requires assistance with. Single parents with
" The comparison would consist of mapping different personal assistance services onto a twodimensional space where each service is represented by the matched pair of the cost and
quality measures. Comparing two different services, service A and service B, would then
look as follows.

cost

c.

c,
A

quality
Planners trying to change Service B into Service A in an attempt t') save tax funds hav to be
confronted with the resulting decrease in quality. The decision here is whether the savings
are worth the loss in quality.
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disabilities and small children, for example, might place more emphasis on
such criteria as low workers' turnover, reliability, and punctuality than, say,
the geographical mobility permitted by the service. One of the spin-offs of the
construction of such an index would be information on what hierarchy of
demands different groups of people with disabilities place on their personal
assistance service.
The most important guideline in constructing a quality measure should

be derived from a comparison of citizens with disabilities and their
non-disabled peers. If the aim is to be full emancipation and participation,
people with disabilities have to have the same degrees of freedom in all

important aspects of life be it education, employment, transportation,
housing, political, economic, social, and cultural life of their cor
Work in this area would not only encourage consurncsrs to formulate their
needs but would also, most likely, point out the neceL .1. of service delivery
systems which are so flexible that they can accomodate uiverging consumer
requirements.

Designing Programs for a Continuum of
Consumer Control and Consumer Needs
Personal assistance programs in Sweden, as has been pointed out above,
are charaterized by a high degree of professionalization and a concomitant
low level of consumer input. If consumers are to enjoy the benefits of more
control over this vital service, new forms of service delivery have to be

designed. The most important feature of such future systems has to be
flexibility. While it is recognized that not all consumers will be willing or
capable of taking on maximum responsibility in the administration of their
own personal assistance system, each consumer has to be able to exercise
precisely that level of personal responsibility over the service and perform
those adminstrative tasks that he or she feels comfortable with at a given
point in time. Moving from one level of responsibility to another has to be

possible in either directionboth up and down, with a minimum of
bureaucratic effort.
The tasks involved in the administration of personal assistance systems

include negotiating with the sponsoring government agency for the
necessary funds , recruitment of workers (advertizing, interviewing,
screening, formulating a contract, hiring, and firing), as well as training,
motivating, supervising, and scheduling the assistants. Consumers have to
be able to formulate their needs as to the number of hours and type of
assistance, the time of the day and week the work is to be performed, what
skills are required from the workers and how the work is to be done. Other
tasks involve setting up routines for payment of wages, bookkeeping, and
accounting to the funding agency. The legal responsibilites of employers
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include tax withholding, payment of employer's fees, fringe benefits, and, in

general, the observation of the legal aspects which regulate

le

employer-employee relationship.
In designing flexible systems the task is then to divide the above list of

responsibilities among individual consumer, consumer groups or
cooperatives, private consulting firms, and funding government agency in

such ways that a multitude of different levels of consumer control is
guaranteed.
According to one of the tenets of the Independent Living Movement, all

peopleincluding the mentally retardedcan increase their capacity for
self-direction, if the right circumstances are given. Thus, systems for the
support, training, and protection of consumers have to be developed which
aid users at each point. Effective methods based on the concept of peer
counselling have been developed at Centers for Independent Living in the
United States:79 There, consumers can take Independent Living Skills classes

under the guidance of teachers who share the fruits of their own personal
experience with disability and serve as role models.
7" See for example, Saxton, N., "Peer Counseling," in Crewe, N.M., Zola, I. K. et al., op. cit.
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V. IN CLOSING
The present organization of Swedish personal assistance services dates
back to the 1930's, 'lb have a social program that is that old can be a mixed
blessing. On the one hand, services that have been around for so long w ill , for

the most part, enjoy broad political support. On the other hand, vested
interests of policy makers and civil servants as well aS the dynamics of a large
administrative apparatus will tend to prez;er-o the program's organizational

structure regardless of its appropriateness to changed circumstances. In
addition, programs are seldom designed from the very start in such a way
that they \ ill remain flexible and open for changes in the years to come.
Thus, a service that once was considered very progressive can become
otitmoded with time as society develops and the needs of consumers change.

This crustiflcation can continue relatively undisturbed, if there are poorly
developed built-in mechanisms for feedback and correction. In the case of
Swedish personal assistance services, a high degree of professionalization
and resulting low consumer input coupled with lack of alternatives for
consumers protected the programs from the necessity of re-evaluation and
change. In the opinion of this writer, the situation has been exacerbated by
the fact that Swedish disability advocates in the past have often been persons
without need of personal assstance who lack a first-hand understanding of
the importance of personal assistance for a self-directed life.

When persons with more extensive disabilities, e.g. high spinal cord
lesions or the need of mechanical ventilation, could stay alive thanks to the

medical and technological advances of the last decades, their re is of
personal assistance were most often not met by existing prop

rn

of

changing and expanding the services so that this group C6i.
the
regular housing stock in the community, semi-institutional cluster hu3ing
was developed. Also, as these often younger consurr ors survived, the
professional and hierareltically structured organization from the 1930's was
not adjusted to allow an active and self-directed lifestyle.
Recent developments such as the founding of STIL point to long overdue
changes in Swedish personal assistance programs. These changes will also
affect service delivery to older people who form the majority of all personal
assistance users. The improvements for people with disabilities over the last
two decades, both in material and in attitudinal terms, will in the future make
it easier for older people with disabilities to identify themselves as members
of the disabled minority. Once this step has been made, they can be expected

to raise their demands and to push for flexible, consumer-controlled
programs.

The trend towards consumer participation in decision making is
supported by the intentions of recent legislation (socialtjanstlagen). At the
same time, we can observe an increasing professionalization within all
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workers' categories. How these potentially conflicting developments will be
resolved is still unclear: will consumer input be coopted by the professionals
or can professionalization be utilized for the purposes of the consumers?
If the Swedish consumer movement succeeds in gaining control over
personal assistance programs, Sweden could become an outstanding model
for many other countries In this respect; the high level of funding that the
country is already committed to coupled with consumer control would turn
these services into true vehicles of emancipation,
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APPENDIX:
Design Criteria for Personal Assistance Programs
The extensive Swedish experience w ith personal assishu ice schemes can

pr( wide important information to consumer mlvomtes, service provklers,
and 11011Cy makers in Other muntries where ti establislinient of new or the
expansion of existing servims is under contikkIathnl. Iii tlH MIONVIng a brief
sumnuiry is presentml of the impik!ati(ms of tia naavrial in thk 11101mgraph
for the design of personal assistance programs,

Overriding Criterion
People Mai disabilities are struggling for equality and full participation
in their communities. This goal, I suggest, can be defThed in more operational

terms as reaching the same degrees of freedom as enjoyed by one's
non-disabled peers in the areas of education, employment, housing,
transportation, in political, economic, social, and family life, freedom of

expression, and opportunities for realizing one's potential. Thus, the
overriding design and evaluation criterion for existing programs and
proposed measures must be how much closer a particular solution brings
people with disabilities towards this goal,
The definition emphasizes that, programs have to be evaluated with
reference to the particular time and place persons with disabilities live in and
to the individual's non-disabled peers. Service providers and policy makers
in facing demands from disability advocates will often point out that in other
cities or countries people with disabilities are worse off or Ciat, things are

much better now than they were 20 years ago. These comparisons are
irrelevant for people who want to live here and now.

Language and Attitudes
Language reveals and influences attitudes. arms such as "attendant"
and "care" should be avoided, since they carry institutional connotations
and project the image of passivity and dependence. "Personal assistance" is
suggested here, because this expression is believed to contribute to an image

of consumers as self-directed, independent people who are capable of
managing their own lives.

Consumers As Experts
Consumers are experts and must be decisively involved in designing the

programs. The way personal assistance is organized can either thwart
consumers' potential for growth and self-direction or enable them to live as
active and productive members of their community.

Social policy is most often not made by the people whose lives are
affected by it. Even if consumer groups sometimes succeed in lobbying for a
reform, they rarely have the possibility of or an interest in getting involved in

the actual design of policy instruments. Because of an alleged lack of
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administ rat lye ex perienve or formal qualificat has it IM MI11111011 10 1011,V0

work to udininist Norm, social workers, nuslicffi dmtors, and lawyers, N.
only is there growing number of professiotuffiy I raitwd people within the
rank atul files ofronsaimers, lh0 Importance orthvIr vxpprast, tM cowoina'rs

oftvn undurvaluml oven by thenewlves,
consumers have t he most
intinutte experience Of how personal assistance Influences their lives, they
have to formulan, their needs and translate limn into design criteria, If the
design of isrsonal assistanw pnigrams is left to servkli provkleN, systems
are likely to result that. conform to I he net &lot' t he tlgency and not necessarily

to the reeds of the mnsumer.

Services for All Needs
Serviws intist encompass all t weds. In orthir to live full and ictive lives
people with extensive disabilities neNI personal assisttutcp lin- a variety of
activities, such as personal hygiene, dressing, househokl chores, driving,
shopping, sign language interpretikg, in a variety of situatkms, for example,
at home, work, play, in school, on trips, and on vacation, Tb break up these

needs into several distinct programs for certain activities and certain
situations can entail several funding sources and separate service delivery
systems each with its own eligibility requirenwnts, administrative routines,
and staff, As the number of different agolcies involved increases, so does the
time and energy spent by the consumer and his or her vulnerability, since

problems can arise in any link of the chain. The most far-reaching
consequence is the sense of alienation and powerlessness which the division
of wsponsibility for the program, .oreeds in consumers.

Choice and Changing Needs
General solutions cannot satisfy individual needs. Government agencies,

if left alone, tend to develop a single solution that is to satisfy all needs,
because from an administrative point of view a single service delivery system

is preferred. Yet disabled people are unique individuals with individual
physical and emotional needs, personal resources, and life circumstances.
Also, for each individual needs will vary over time as family situation,
occupational status, interests, and health change. Therefore, consumers
need to have alternatives. Choice is the key to independent living. The best
guarantee for responsive systems is consumer control.

Programs for Consumers' Productivity
In many countries personal assistance programs are means-tested which
leads to undesirable consequences. Means-tested eligibility can act as an

effective deterrent for gainful employment. Coverage of the costs of
assistance is often seen by the general population and consumers as a welfare

paymentan attitude which has stigmatizing effects.
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IRTH011td V Ith extel1tilV0 tik41111; 'f's personal assistunce is a baste
onalilkm for a dignified life and 11,1, 0 participation lit tlw community.
'lltx funded pilsonal assistance sitvices should then tore he demanded as a
fundamental lvii right

Nc Voluniver ProgratUr
DO ItO

iglt pmgranis that rely On vi 0.

.ers, Consumers (hi not lutve

the woo possibilities of dermuuling i , nuwtent, ',mutual, and cmirteous
work
n volunteers as from assistants w: an. paid competitive wages.
Cot ISIMWni an likly tO have mow personal power and view Illt'llISPIVes
more huh:pendent peNons W la .11 t hey hu wtion 115 employtkrS instead of
Objects of charity. I be yhtues of volunteehsin and cluuly an. most often
Ivo lollticians whose motives are to cut taxes for the
espoused by
beneflt. of Ile '.01.Vrti.

Funding As Centralized As Possible
Funding ha.s to be as centralized as possibleat the federal level. Single
source funding at the federal level eliminates regional inequalities which

otherwise seriously impede disabled peoph.'s geographical and social
mobility. Only at the national income tax level all benefits from a personal
assistance policy can be internalized; where personal assistance is financed

by kyzal governments and institutional care facilities by regional
governments, local governments do not reap the financial benefits of
de-institutionalization made possible by personal assistance. Personal
assistance programs enable many citizens with disabilities to become
painfully employed thereby contributing to national income tax revenues.
This is also true for family members who otherwise are often forced to
informally provide these services and whom such programs enable to pursue
employment outside the home.

Service Delivery As Decentralized As Possible
Control over service delivery has to be as de-centralized as possibleat
the consumer level. Consumers are the best experts on their needs and must
be able to decide what activities they need assistance with and how many
different persons are to work. They have to have the right to recruit, hire,
schedule, pay, andif necessaryfire their staff. Th rely on workers from an

agency can involve high turnover which is inefficient. Individuals with
extensive disabilities have specialized needs that differ from person to
person. New workers have to be instructed and trained by the consumer

which takes time and effort. Having to depend on strangers can be
humiliating, since the work constitutes a close social relationship and
consists of very personal and intimate activities. The assumption that any
assistant can work for any person amounts to a denial of an individual's
uniqueness as human being.
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Consumers have to lw able 10 clatose that level of
over the various
atipeet.N or service delivery which they feel minfortable with, lbwanls this
end they have to be oll'etyti support add
ideally, by orgtoilmst Ions of
disabled people.
Among the benefits of assuming responsibility NI' disIt'S personal
assistance system are the acquisition of useful nuatagement skills, the dignity
of being able to make mistakes, and the rewards of learning front them, These
experiences and social skills are useful for other areas of one's lift., 81101 OA
employment, and lead to increased sell confidence.

Worker Professionalixation vs. Consumer Expertise
Avoid worker professionalizationbuild up consumer expertise.
Administrators and trade unions often propagate more professionalism in the
hope of upgrading assistants' status and improving the service. The criteria

for professionalism, commonly health care-related qualifications and
training, represent obstacles to consumers' :-ealization of their potential for
self.direction, if the attitude is conveyed that consumers are passive patients
who need to be taken cnre of, Consumers who want to improve the quality of
the service and thereby the quality of their lives have to take more initiative

and work with their assistants as a team where consumers instruct and
direct. In order to support consumers in this role Independent Living Skills
and Peer Counselling Classes have to be offered by organizations of disabled
people,

"Ambulatory" Institutions
Watch out for "ambulatory" institutions. Institutions do not have to
consist of brick and mt,rtar. If consumers cannot choose who is to work for
them, if they have to accept services without alternatives and do not meet
assistants as individuals on a one-to-one basis but instead are dealing with a
hierarchically ordered organization with its written and unwritten rules,
formal and informal goals, and a tradition of its own, then they are facing an
institution.
Typical for institutions is that, as orders or rules are passed down from

one echelon to the next, their interpretation automatically becomes
narrower as employees voluntarily limit their own margins for decision
making in order to avoid making a mistake. The individual consumer being at
the bottom of the pyramid becomes a powerless object in a machinery.
The effects of institutions are known, they cause loss of social skills and
self-confidence as well as stunted personal growth. Therefore, institutional
features in service delivery systems have to be identMed and eliminated

before programs can be designed which truly support disabled people's
emancipation.
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COMMINTARY
Carolyn L. Vash, Ph.D., Consultant

Planning Systems International

recall t hat tierben DeJong's m(nograph Planning Systems
Intermakmal (monograph 27 in the WIW Series) which described the
Nett terlimds cluster h011sing, stated tlutt the Dutch had klinasl front
Sweden's mallet Ice, thereby avoiding Solite of t heir mist akes, After reading
this ntonograph by Ratzka, I certainly hope so! Prow l'h..long's description,
cluster housing sounded like a possible solid km if/when my husband awl I

feel we'd be better off to abandon our private home for a senior citizens'

collective of some sort, Having recently "case managed" the
deeline,to- death ordeal for three aged rehaivesime right after anotherI
was keenly aware of how vulnerable we are to the possibilities of steadily
decreasing physical zual mental functioning as time marches on, The Dutch

concept sumested Ythi could get physical help but continue to call the
life-decision shots yourself. Swedish cluster housing sounds like you pay for
the physical help you get by turning over to the municipality the control of

your lifeeven if you're fully capable of doing all the social management
&vision making that needs te be done. The devil offered Faust a better deal.

Ratzka has alerted me o many dangers, but I think the
cluster-housingphis services concept offers possibilities for the Vashes in
their declining years and for others like us. For example, Leisure World is a

posh California retirement community with sores appeal. If it added a
centralized cadre of shareable ADL assistants, it might attract folks like me
who need only an hour or two of help per day plus help with an occasional

at night. It. wo.,id be important to make sure the ADL
eselves strictly as extensions of the service
assistants are trained to sUNLESS they are contracted for by a
users' arms and legs, not t.
third party who tes legal . LI1 or conservator status. In other words,
there would be ,to room for ths, wfirkers to use their own judgement that a

trip to the 01

service user is too "senile," "retarded," or "disturbed" to make
ADL-assistance-related decisions. If a person has not been assigned a legal
guardian or conservator, she/he makes his/her own decisions.
The training issue is very salient for me right now because I am involved
in a Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) grant-supported study to

determine the feasibility of developing multi-media training packages
relating to ADL assistance. We are in the information gathering stage and the
information we are getting is that consumers are adamant about avoiding the

"professionalization" Ratzka describesto the point that most would rather
forego admittedly nice-to-have pretrained skills than take a chance on getting
the attitudinal mistraining they say they find with graduates of most training
programs.
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With this (Ititihi011. It creates Ito problem in paying ail ittletstistit, however,
heC4tiSe years itgo I had the foresight to buy it IMMO with it gust cottage on

the property. I now trade rent and tintitts for fifteen hours per week Alti.
osSishalice, The fact that pitying wiwes from current earnings would tw
beyond my means right now at Ito Way woll.nli605 niy imago al it Neatly
COMPOOlit 11Criow I "knight twitintoct." against future shortfalls twenty
years ago, ;1114 I 7.1.111 now using And cinirmig the priinsion I ni Rog
Atli! Iltsural tee, in my opinion, is w lore it's at fora! (ICUs wait disabilities

which Ctititie our basic living expens es. to he high, In the absence of any
purchaseable tioliey, let alone a form tit* ..tuitzimid health Insurance*" for all
people, in this country, I had to forge ti highly ithocyncratk' "policy" of my

own as soon as I got professiotuilly and twoinnuically established. My
approach was to acquire sotue housing stock to use as barter for MAL
assistance services, It solves part of the pmblent part of tile time.

Virtually Ito one can afford severe disability to its acute
hundredsof,dollarsperdav stage out of pocket. That is why we have the
phenomenon of health insurtuwe. Hardly tavola, e. n comfortably miumge
the thousands.of-dollars-per year stages that etanprise the rest of opt' .5, life.

This is why we often refer to severe disability as "catastrophic." MY
self-styled insurance poky covers me as long ;Li I can get by with fifteen
hours services per week. But what happens when I can't? flow rich would !
have to be to ensure that I'd never have to use up my sic...2gs, paying for
around-theclock AIL assistance, until I had spent down to my last fifteen
hundred bucks so I could join the structurally.detuted fiscally incompetent
who remived what they must have just to survive through welfare?

I'm a psychologist but I confess I don't understand why we, the
American people, have created tt socio-politico-economic system which
nearly everywhere includes "socialized" (tax supported) police and fire
protection for all but does not include "socialized" (tax supported) health
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protection for all nearly anywhere! Do we value our material possessions
more than our own bodies? Are the medical entrepreneurs either that afraid

or that effective in opposing such? Are we so foolish as to see only the
implementation problems associated with the particular approaches used
by other countries and to lose sight of the issue itsnlf and the plenitude of

alternate strategies to 'ty? 'lite answers are probably yes to all three
questions, and to many in te which coul,1 be asked. The point in mentioning
these is to draw attention to the roles of general human values and of special
interests and the common good in shaping socio-politic( i-economic decisions.

A universal or "national" tax-supported health insurance program
which allows "policy holders" (citizens/residents) to use the providers of
their choice in toe ordinary marketplace would seem a good alternative to try.

Obviously, it should cover all life-long health-condition-related expenses
which could prove economically catastrophic. This could mean that people
unlucky enough to become disabled wouldn't necessarily have the double
bad luck of becoming structuraly incompetent. The invasion-of-privacy
horror stories Ratzka tells of Sweden, which we've all heard here, wouldn't
have to happen anymore. The secondary disabling effects of alienation and

powerl3ssness and their tertiary effects of mental-disorder-added-tophysical-disorder, underproductivity, unemployment, and other socially
costly aftermaths, could be prevented too. In the long run we might save
money, but that isn't the point.
It's simply time to realize that life-sparing but permanently disabling
accidents of birth, illness, and traumatic event don't have the same meaning
they once did, the people to whom they happen don't play the same roles in
society, and different ways to responding to them are coming about. I don't
say should come about; I see it happening. The drama is unfolding, and those
of us who have written in this book are documenting certain parts of it. So
many people are now surviving disablement and flourishing. And I do mean
flourishing. The disability experience has made them strong as individuals

and the independent living movement has made them stronger in the
collective. Getting their demands met for a national health insurance
program that will ensure or preserve fiscal competence and integrity in the
face of health-related disaster seems only a matter of time.
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COMMENTARY

Hale Zucas, Program Analyst
World institute nn Disability
Hundreds of thousands of Americans have disabilitiesranging from
spinal cord injury to arthritis to blindness to mental retardationto a degree
which impedes or prevents them from carrying out one, some , or most of the
activities of daily living on their own. These individuals need assistance from
others in performing such activities as getting up , dressing, moving about,
reading, cleaning house, and shopping, to name only a few. This assistance,
which has come to be known as "attendant services," is essential if these
individuals are to come close to reaching their full potential. The availability
of attendant services is thur crucial to the concept of independent living,
which is defmed in the U.S. in the National Policy for Persons with Disabilities
(1983) as control over one's life based on the choice of acceptable options that
minimize reliance on others in making decisions and in performing everyday
activities.

The World Institute on Disability is a public policy center examining
major issues from a disability perspective. Its founders, Ed Roberts, Judy
Heumann and Joan Leon, have been among the leaders of the Independent
Living Movement since its earliest stages. Therefore it made sense that, upon
the Institute's establishment, attendant services was chosen as one of its
major areas of emphasis.
WID's ultimate objective is the establishment of a system which makes
appropriate, affordable attendant services available to anyone in the country
who needs them. This is admittedly an ambitious goal, one which may take a
decade or more to achieve. As its first st.T, WID is undertaking a series of
studies in order to ascertain the extent and effectiveness of existing programs
across the Untied States and selected foreign nations.
The information collected in the course of these research efforts will be
made available to organizations and individuals working to establish or

improve attendant services programs at the state or local level. The

information also will be used as a basis for developing a recommended design

for a national program. In order to formulate these recommendations,
qualitative as well as quantitative data will be needed.
As a major part of its research efforts, WID is compiling a comprohensive
inventory of the 150 publicly funded attendant services programs whkh are

currently in operation across the United States. This survey, which is
supported by a four year grant from the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation,
will include the following information on each program: size and nature of

population served, eligibility criteria (financial and disability-related),
method(s) of delivery. 0ypes and amount of services provided, funding level
and sources. This inventory is scheduled to be published in summer 1986.
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Secondly, W1D is undertaking an in-depth examination of attendant
services programs in five selected states. In this study, funded with a grant
from the Easter Seal Research Foundation, interviews are b1/4 ing conducted
with key state legislators, administrative agencies personnel, community
disability organizations and a small sample of users. Information gathered in
these interviews will be used to describe the history and operations of each
program, identify strengths and weaknesses, and assess its effectiveness,
This study will be completed in 1987.
The information produced in these studies will, of course, be of great
value in building the case for a national attendant services program in the
U.S. and in deciding and determining the form such a program should take.
At the same time, however, well-developed attendant services programs
have evolved in several other countries, and it behooves us to take a good look

at these programs in order to see what lessons they hold for us here in the
U.S.

Among the foremost candidates for such scrutiny are the Netherlands
and Sweden, whose service systems for disabled people have long been
considered the most advanced in the world. The Dutch system was the
subject of a previous monograph written by Dr. Gerben DeJong for The World
Rehabilitation Fund's Monograph Series.
In the present volume, Dr. Adolf Ratzka eLamines the provisions made in

Sweden for meeting the needs of people with disabilities. First Dr. Ratzka
gives a brief overview of the other components and provisions of the Swedish

service system, some of which, (such as the liberal provision for
government-funded housing modifications) are very impressive. The bulk of
the study is devoted to a thoroughgoing discussion of the Swedish system of

"in-home personal assistance", an assessment of that system from an
independent living perspective, and identification of issues needing further
research.
Dr. Ratzka is perhaps uniquely qualified to undertake such a study. His
extensive academic background has equipped him to research his subject
rigorously. He is a firm believer in the concept of independent living (he has,
as a matter of fact, founded the Stockholm Independent Living Group) and in

the importance of attendant services to that concept. Most important,
however, he has been a user of attendant services for 25 years. As an insider,

he knows more about the system and understands it better than even the
most diligent and interested outside observer could.
As Dr. Ratzka points out, the Swedish system has a number of positive
aspects. For instance, it serves about 4% of Sweden's population, a
proportion 10 times that served by the most comprehensive such program in
this country. The Swedish system also ser- 9 people of all income levels,
whereas almost all programs in the U.S. only aerve people poor enough to be
eligible for Medicaid.
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On the tither hand, the Swedish sys. ,m has some definite shortcomings.
Among other things, the Swedish attei Ithint program tuts from t he beginning
been oriented toward serving el, 'erly people with relatively moderate
disabilities (as is indicated by the liwt, that, the average recipient get,= just 172
hours of service per year, or 3.6 hours per week). Another drawback is that

attendant services in Sweden are largely under the control of local

municipalities rather than the central government,. This means that tile! is

wide variation from city to city in the scope of services. It is, in fact,
misnomer to speak of a single "Swedish program."

A general consensus in the U.S. has emerged among experts and
advocates in the field that attendant services programs should serve
everyone who needs those services with minimal regard to income, and
should be adaptable enough to serve people with a wide variety of needs.

There are a number of more subtle issues, however, that as yet have received
very little attention. The most valuable aspect of Dr. Ratzka's paper is that he
imparts a new and different perspective to some of these issues.
For example, high turnover and low quality of attendants are common
problems faced by attenc" at service programs. Some have advocated that
training and/or certificatio1.1zograms for attendants be instituted in order to
alleviate these problems. Dr. Ratzka points out, however, that such steps
(along with the increasing trend in Sweden toward full-time employment)
lead to the professionalization of attendant work. This professionalization
tends to infringe on the user autonomy which Dr. Ratzka quite rightly holds to
be paramount. If attendants undergo a formal training program, they may

think they know it all and be less responsive to a user's instructions or
wishes. As Dr. Ratzka says, "The question, then, is how both quality of
personal assistancc and worker satisfaction can be improved without turning
the work into a profession." This question will not be easy to answer.
In conclusion, this paper is the first detailed discussion and analysis of an

attendant services program that has been undertaken from a user's

perspective. As such, it is a most valuable contribution to the burgeoning
discussion of attendant services in the U.S. and around the world.
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COMMENTARY

Margaret A. Nosek, Ph.D.,

'exas institute for Rehabilitation Research
The anger (Ind indignation I felt after reading Adolph Ratzka's
manuscript has hot waned, indeed it has intensified to the point of outrage
and has joined with strong feelings of gratitude to Adolph Ratzka for so
articulately showing us our possible future. Dr. Ratzka's descriptions of the
real life circumstances of Swedes with disabilities who use government
provided attendant services called to mind the degradation, humiliation, and
imprisonment that we in the disability rights movement have dedicated our

lives to erradicate. That the service which we view as the linchpin of
independence could become instead such an oppressor is an anoinoly and a
tragedy. Dr. RaLzka's astute reading of the social subconscious as the root of

this problem is a warning we must heed as we move toward a national
attendant services system in America.
I am even more firmly convinced after reading this monograph that

consumer contml is the single most important element in the attendant
service system we are trying to create. We as users of the service must have as

much power as we can responsibly maintain to choose the provider and
determine how and when the services are provided. The situation where an
unknown and different person coula appear at each call and where all service

needs must be met

..tring traditional business hours is an atrocity. It

accurately reflects the shallow understanding of disability that has prevailed
among able bodied service providers. The degree to which disabled Swedes

have internalized this understanding is evidenced by the fact that they
tolerated this system for three decades before realizing its effects and
protesting.

Conceiving of attendant services in terms so heavily laden with
bureaucracy is foreign to me. In my own life, I perceive of personal assistance

as a relationship more than a service. I now have what I consider to be an
ideal system for having my attendant needs met. I have arrived at it after
many hard years of experimentation and deliberation. I have discovered that I
could never pay my attendants what they are worthhow could I measure in
money my very link to existence? I have also discovered that there are many

people in the world who need money but have other needs which rank
higher, needs such as planning their future, gaining cultural experiences,
receiving emotional support for their interests and studies, etc. When I

search for an attendant, I carefully consider their life situation and
aspirations and compare these to what I can offer personally and financially.
Granted, a certain amount of money provided directly or indirectly for living
expenses at least is usually required, and whoever controls this amount often

controls the conditions of the service. Fortunately, I am able to meet this
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requirement through earnings, However, I spend a great deal of time
analysing what else my attendants need and how I can create positive
monuments in their lives, In return, I have gotten reliable and high quality
asaistance when I need it, cheerfully provided, and with a willingness to be
flexible when necessary.
If we accept that individuals' needs are best met by personal support

systems they design for themselves, and that the most, productive
relationships result when the higher life needs of both the disabled individual

and the attendant are met, then we must focus on developing funding
mechanisms which enhance and do not destroy these elements. As we in
America actively advocate for a national attendant services program, let us
not make the same mistake as the Swedes of being convinced that the
bureaucratic approach to this problem will yield a humanistic result.
The following fourteen points which should characterize a national
attendant services system were drafted at a conference sponsored by the
World Rehabilitation Fund and further refined at a symposium sponsored by
the National Council on the Handicapped:
serve people with all types of disabilities on the basis of functional
need,
serve people of all ages,
provide for the optimum degree of self-direction and self-reliance as
appropriate for individual consumers,

include assistance with personal, cognitive, communicative,
domestic, and other related services,
include 24 hour, 7 day/week services, short term (respite), and
emergency assistance as needed,
not create disincentives to employment,
be accessible to people at all income and asset levels with cost
sharing as appropriate,

be available wherever needed (e.g., home, work, school,
recreation, travel),
offer the consumer a range of employer/employee and contract
agency relationships,
provide reasonable wages and basic benefits for attendants,

provide for tr:dning of administrators and staff of provider
organizatior,:.

provide for recruitment and training of attendants as needed,
provide for outreach and training of consumers as needed,
require significant participation of consumers in program policy
determination and administration.

Of these characteristics, the last two are of paramount importance.
Traditionally, focus has been placed on training attendants. It is far more
essential that the individual with a disability receive training to develop to
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their maximum potential the skills of a teacher, psychologist, manmer,
evaluator, and arbitrator, As a prevention against a stagnated Hdermlisti,
system, individuals with disabilities who understand the int:,ortan-e of
consumer control must significantly participate in determining polky uId

administrative practices. Then there will be greater ensurancp of the
continuous devehpment of a system which truly responds to the qualy of
life needs of the population it is designed to
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COMMENTARY

Gerben De Jong Ph.D.

National Rehabilitation Hospital
Beyond Professional Self-Interest
Seldom have I seen a consumer perspective with respect to personal

assistance so methodically and forcefully articulated. Dr. Ratzka's
monograph gives consumer perspective the depth it needs to challenge
professional interventions gone awry because of unexamined assumptions
rooted in a professional self-interest. By using the backdrop of
Swedenwhere a high level of funding support would suggest more ideal
conditionsRatzka skillfully underscores how misguided assumptions and
professional turf issues can compromise the aspirations of persons with
disabilities.
Since I find little with which to disagree, my conuaents will be limited
mainly to underscoring and extending some of the observations made by
Ratzka. The remainder of my comments are directed to five issues: (1) the

compartmentalization qf personal assistance services, (2) the
status 9f attendants, (3) ideological criticism, (4) proposed
evaluation criteria, and (5) research issues.

Compartmentalization of Personal Assistance Services

One of Ratzka's most important contributions is his term
"compartmentalization." This term captures one of the main pitfalls of
traditional in-home services, namely the degree to which various tasks in the
homefrom bodily care to housekeepingare compartmentalized among

various service providers. Each provider, as Ratzka notes, has its own
eligibility criteria, hours of service, and service protocols. Ratzka observes
that the "most far-reaching consequence--is the sense of alienation and
powerlessness which the division of responsibility...breeds in consumers."
The problem of compartmentalization is one of the more important reasons

why consumers have turned to an all-in-one service provider such as
attendants or personal assistants.

By using the term "compartmentalizaton"rather than the overused
term, "fragmentation,"Ratzka draws attention to the turf issues inherent
in professionally directed personal assistance services. However, I wish that
Ratzka had gone further in tracing the roots of compartmentalization and turf
consciousness. In the United States and elsewhere, one important source of
compartmentalization is the commitment of allied health professionals to the
medical model. More specifically, compartmentalization has its origins in the
professional insecurities of home health providers whose claim to legitimacy
and resources is still contingent on their allegiance to a medical hierarchy.

These commitments and allegiances often result in a well-drawn line
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Il(104/VpIl fs!rsolull inn! nottpersonal care activities. !lands-tat pormnutl caw Is
something traditionally reserved RH medically supervised providers, I would

like to have hear,'
Sweden and ho.,
the intewsts Or

ait the extent to which these conditions prevail in
,,saionally erected I mundaries might be used to serve
is with disabilities.

The Sthtus of Attendants
The status of attendio its or personal assistants !weds clarification. Ratzka
ohserves the ever present tcruk,ncy toward professionalism which is often

legitimized by training, credentializing, and the setting of experience
requirements. All these factors uridermine consumer control and contribute
to the compartmentalization noted above.
In the final analysis, Ratzka does not come to grips as to what the status of
attendants or personal assistants might be. lie rightfully notes the need for

higher wages but higher wages alone will not address the need for a
professional identity and professional scif-esteem.
If creeping professionalism is to be avoided, it appearo that attendants
must, for the most part, be drawn from persons for whom the provision of
personal assistance is secondary to other personal and professional goals,
e.g., students, homemakers, and other persons in various stages of transition
between school, home, and work life. The supply of such persons is likely to
be uneven from community to community, especialiy in more rural areas.
Ratzlca also does not come to terms with the commitment that social
democracies such as Sweden and the Netherlands have toward making Lore
that all workers are fully protected by, and participate in, their respective

social insurance programs. These programs are complex and impose
burdensome paperwork requirements on employers. In the Netherlands, at
least, the use of Fokus-employed attendants are designed, in part, to facilitate
compliance with the country's complex labor and insurance laws. I do not
intend here to erect new reasons that might be used to preclude
consumer-directed personal assistance, but I do believe that these issues are
not trivial especially if the egalitarian principles that drive the independent
living movement are also going to be made applicable to attendants and
service providers.

Ideological Criticism
Ratzka reflects on criticism made by the political left in Sweden, namely,
that consumer-directed model of personal assistance is "individualistic" and
"elitist." Such criticism is surprisingly more widespread in Western Europe

than American readers may think. Part of the argument is that a consumer
based model could only have been spawned in the United States with its
commitment to individualism and captalistic market systems. While such
criticisms are not without some basis , they tend to greatly oversimplify issues
and often mask professional self-interest. Some of these reactions are of the
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knee-Jerk variety suggest hig Unit anything Amerhin must be
While Western European countries provk for a far lmwe tulequate standard
of living for iw ['sons with disabliities, the tirovisioliti of services are often
based on the assumpthn dull, consumers lack the milipcmav with which to
(tired, their own Ilves. liatzka Is correct In resisting such idt'ologinil pigeon
holing hut twain could Imo ow further in nneovoling the professioimi
intmst Which sonietimes motivates such kicological criticism.

Proposed Evaluation Criteria
One of t he monograph's most significant rItril)t)tirt l Os proposed
consunwroriented quality criteria to be used in evaluating diforent persomil
assistance systems. Proposed criteria include the range of tasks carded Out
by assistants, gt,ographical mobility permitted, consumer control, and other
criteria. I believe that these criteria, with some refinement, should be used In
the United States whenever personal assistance systems are being planned,
developed, or reviewed. These criteria could serve as a counterweight to the
propensity of program di -elopers to accommodate established service
prov iders .

The development of a quality index would not be all that (hi -icon, As
Ratzka suggests, weights for each criterion would have to be developed. I
would propose that a weighting system be developed in concert with a
diverse but representative panel of existing arid prospective personal
assistance users. My guess is that the panel would exhibit a much higher
degree of consensus than the panel's diversity would suggest.
Other Research Issues
Ratzka raises two other research issues which I would like to address; (1)
needs assessment and (2) the effect of consumer control on independent
living outcomes.

Needs Assessment. Ratzka observes that there has been great

variation in estimates regarding the need for personal assistance services.
The estimated need is a continuing debate in the United States as well. lb
resolve this debate, a two-pronged approach is needed. First, we need to
make use of national survey research such as the Health Interview Survey
conducted annually among 55,000 households by the National Center for
Health Statistics. It may be necessary to append several questions to
ascertain more specifically the scope of the need at a national level. Second,
we need to look at the experience of states with mature attendant services
programs to ascertain the probable demand for personal assistance.
Consumer Control and IL Outcomes. Ratzka proposes that a study
be conducted to test the hypothesis that consumer-controlled personal

assistEnce leads to greater consumer satisfaction; more productive lifestyles;
and fewer medical complications resulting in unscheduled rehospitalizations.
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Unlike a devade ago, such it NlIoly Is now feasihk, given the number of
attendant service users today and the varying degree of containal cont rol
allbrded by various state programs. Such It study would go a lung Way in

solidifying the position of alvtalant services within the spectrum of
Anierklin healt It and human services,
Implicit In Ratzka's proposal Is a problem not adequately rectignIzed by
many. l'ersons with severe neurological impairments are not by definitim
sick but, if Inactive, eim contort anise their thinner margin of 140(0 health

leading to preventable complications and prolonged hospitalizations,
Research studies have shown that the extent nr unscheduled I ampital rt .
admissions is thr more serious than first thought. If the consumerdlrmted

nature of personal itssistillICe services tun he dentonstrated to lbster more
active lifestyles and thus prevent rehospitalizations, the consumerd Irected
model may have all the economic justification it may need.

In Closing
At the core of most attendant services is the provision of hands-on bodily
care that has special significance for both disabled and nondisabled persons.
It is in the maintenance of our own bodily care that we first learn to become
independent in our childhood years. Thus, to surrender control over our own
bodily care is ultimately infantalizinga point constantly overlooked by even
the best intended health and human sell ice professionals and one of the
reasons why a consumer Perspective is so badly needed.
The provision of personal assistance servicesespecially the element of
con.,umel controlprovides remarkable insight as to how a society perceives
its most disabled citizens. Nearly every aspect of how personal assistance
services are rendered offers revealing insights. Ratzka's monograph outlining

a consumer perspective also offers an important benchmark by which a
society's attitudes and commitment to the needs of disabled persons can be
evaluated.
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